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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
The cooperative model of organisation originated in the late 18th and 19th centuries from a need for
solidarity and economic control: groups of producers or consumers cooperated in order to achieve
something they could not attain individually (Cook, 1995; Camps, 2010). To date, the cooperative
model revives (Van der Heijden et al., 2011; Schwencke, 2012; De Moor, 2013). Conceivably partly
resulting from market failure, social, economic, societal and ecologic challenges and limited
governmental resources, people look for alternative ways of organising and securing their (daily)
needs (Van Dijk & Klep, 2005; Gijselinckx et al., 2011; Van der Heijden et al., 2011). While the
government steps back and established parties fail to respond appropriately to these challenges and
needs, people cooperate to fill the gap and take matters into their own hands (Camps, 2010).
In this research project, the new cooperative movement in the Netherlands described above was of
interest. The Rabobank, a large cooperative bank, wants to support these initiatives. Specifically, the
Rabobank has enquired further insights into the business models and the process of
professionalization of the new cooperatives, in terms of the factors that contribute to or impede the
cooperatives’ success. This research contributed to this goal, by conducting exploratory research into
the field of new cooperative initiatives. The main research question of the research was: How can
the Rabobank service the various types of ‘new cooperatives’ in the identified sectors, considering
their idiosyncratic business models, success factors and bottlenecks? Data was collected by means
of desk research, using both scientific and professional literature, and empirical research. The
empirical research was conducted by way of a digital questionnaire and interviews.
The desk research yielded insights into the full spectrum of new cooperative sectors in the
Netherlands; initiatives were identified in the fields of insurances, finance and banking, child care,
regional sustainable/community development, health care, local renewable energy, and
entrepreneurs or self-employed professionals in other sectors. They are named here in respective
order of size, with the latter three sectors being the largest: these three sectors were studied in more
depth. The desk research concerning these three sectors showed the diversity of models and degrees
of professionalization within and between the sectors. The entrepreneurs cooperatives (ECs) consist
of self-employed professionals or small businesses in various sectors, who cooperate to achieve
various advantages of scale and scope. Members generate a large part of their income through the
cooperative and collectively cover the cooperative’s costs. Local renewable energy cooperatives
(LRECs) on the other hand are more diverse. Yet, three dominant models were identified: wind
energy cooperatives, in which a large group of people participates in the exploitation of windmills;
solar energy cooperatives, who buy and sometimes also install solar panels; and lastly more
comprehensive LRECs, which often start with energy saving advise and resale of energy. Ultimately,
most LRECs aim to become fully self-sufficient in energy production and usage of their local area.
Finally, three models of health care cooperatives (HCs) were found, which have a direct link with
their type of members: provider-owned, user-owned, and joint user- and provider owned
cooperatives. In many ways, the provider-owned cooperatives resemble ECs. The user-owned and
jointly owned HCs provide facilities, care and support for their members and are generally
characterized by their small, local scale and personal approach. With regard to the factors that
contribute to or impede cooperative success, the desk research resulted in a list of common success
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factors and bottlenecks for cooperatives, as well as sector-specific dynamics (Lorendahl, 1996;
Henehan & Anderson, 2001; Cook & Burress, 2009; Allahdadi & Aref, 2011; De Moor, 2013).
Building on the desk research, these findings were further expanded and nuanced in the empirical
research. The digital questionnaire was filled out by 20 ECs, 20 LRECs and 18 HCs. Also, three
interviews with cooperative experts were held, as well as an interview with a LREC and one with an
HC. For ECs, one dominant business model was found, in which the cooperative is mostly active in
the joint acquisition and execution of work assignments. Doing so, it generates advantages of scale
and scope for its members (Koster & De Vries, 2011), as well as financial and non-financial returns.
The ECs are mostly active in business services. In general, the ECs are quite successful. Critical success
factors are foremost member commitment, followed by operational excellence, effective leadership
and qualified management, a high quality and feasible business plan, a joint recognition of a common
economic problem, creating economies of scale, and solid financial footing. Critical bottlenecks are
incidental events, a lack of clarity on rights and duties amongst members, and the sometimes
diverging priorities of individual members. For LRECs, three business models were found, in line with
the desk research: wind energy LRECs, solar energy LRECs, and more comprehensive LRECs
(Schwenke, 2012). The LRECs are typically driven by social and ecological motivations. Each of the
types of LRECs experiences model-specific bottlenecks. Although no substantial differences in
cooperative success were found between the three groups of LRECs, one could say that those LRECs
with the most simple and singular business case have the highest success potential (Agentschap NL,
2010). Other important success factors across the three groups are member commitment, a business
minded approach of the LREC’s board, and the coverage of start-up costs, e.g. by a donation or
subsidy. Critical bottlenecks for LRECs are achieving solid financial footing, the dependency on the
government and changing legislation, and the notion that member interests and commitment may
start diverging over time (Cook & Burress, 2009; Rabobank, 2011; Schwencke, 2012; Hielscher et al.,
2013). Lastly, for HCs, the three models described in the desk research were also represented in the
empirical data. The HCs in all three groups are mainly founded because of the increased
professionalization that may be achieved through cooperation, and because of the social goal they
jointly strive for. Overall, the HCs appear to be stable, continuous and value-adding organizations.
The most important factors that contribute to this success are member commitment and the notion
that the cooperative solves a shared problem, which is either a problem of scale or a problem of
discontent with the current care system. Solid financial footing, supportive systems and a feasible
business model then enable the success. Finally, across all HCs, the dependency on the government
and/or legislation is considered to be a critical bottleneck.
The Rabobank could help the new cooperatives in multiple ways. First, by being a knowledge
partner and explaining the ins and outs of cooperative organization, for example regarding legal,
financial and fiscal matters, appropriate structures, governance, etc.. Second, the Rabobank may
take an active role in connecting new cooperatives to each other, so as to facilitate mutual learning.
Particularly the LRECs could advance their cooperative by sharing successful business models
between each other. Third, especially LRECs and user-owned HCs would benefit greatly from a
donation to cover the start-up costs and compensate the volunteers. Fourth, donations in kind could
be given, such as office space or publicity. Long-term involvement of the bank could be required
when LRECs need financial warranties or funding for large production facilities, or when user-owned
HCs need mortgages for the establishment of housing units.
iii
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

The cooperative model of organisation originated in the late 18th and 19th centuries from a need for
solidarity and economic control: groups of producers or consumers cooperated in order to achieve
something they could not attain individually (Cook, 1995; Camps, 2010). Famous examples of two of
the first (successful) co-operatives are the Rochdale Equitable Pioneers Society in England, and
Raiffeisen’s credit cooperative in Germany, which were founded in the same time period (UN, 2011).
Over the years, cooperative businesses have spread all over the world, into many different sectors
and activities, e.g. agriculture, housing, banking, insurance, water, electricity and health care (ibid.,
2011). Interestingly, the cooperative model is characterised by periods of increasing and decreasing
manifestation (Cook, 1995). It is particularly salient in times of economic hardship (UN, 2011). In
times of economic prosperity, such as the period between 1980-2008, the market ideology surpasses
the cooperative thought and the cooperative has achieved its purpose, as a result of which some
cooperatives become redundant again (Cook, 1995; Camps, 2010).
To date, commencing in 2005 but exponentially increasing since the economic crisis (De Moor, 2013)
the cooperative model revives (Galle, 2010; Van der Heijden, Van Dam, Van Noortwijk, Salverda &
Van Zanten, 2011; Schwencke, 2012). For example in the field of renewable energy: whereas 3
cooperatives started in 2008, there were at least 32 starting renewable energy cooperatives in 2012
in the Netherlands. This revival occurs both in the Netherlands as in the larger European Union: new
initiatives have been observed in Germany, Belgium, Italy, Finland, Sweden and the UK (Gijselinckx,
Coates & Deneffe, 2011). Conceivably partly resulting from market failure, social, economic, societal
and ecologic challenges and limited governmental resources, a turning point in the relations between
government-market-civil society arose (De Moor, 2013); now people look for alternative ways of
organising and securing their (daily) needs (Van Dijk & Klep, 2005; Gijselinckx et al., 2011; Van der
Heijden et al., 2011). While the government steps back and established parties fail to respond
appropriately to these challenges and needs, people cooperate to fill the gap and take matters into
their own hands (Camps, 2010): the initiative in the public domain shifts from the government to the
people (Van der Heijden et al., 2011). The initiators of such enterprises vary from private individuals,
civil society, local businesses, public organisations to public-private partnerships. Although there is a
large diversity in the models in which these initiatives are organised (ibid., 2011; Jonker, Tap & Van
Straaten, 2012), several initiatives choose for the legal entity of a cooperative. This is especially (but
not exclusively) the case for initiatives in the segments renewable energy, health care, regional
development, and other self-employed professionals, e.g. consultants 1 (Schwencke, 2012). These socalled ‘new cooperatives’ can be characterised by alternative, local funding; answering to the needs
of local producers and consumers; participation of various stakeholders; making new connections
between different sectors/themes; contributing to employment; focusing on self-sufficiency; and
creating other kinds of value besides financial value (Gijselinckx et al., 2011; Van der Heijden et al.,
2011; Jonker et al., 2012). Concerning this latter aspect, the new cooperatives differ from the
‘original’ cooperatives, where economic benefit for the members was the primary goal of the
cooperative (Van Dijk & Klep, 2005).

1

See for example the broadcast of Eén Vandaag, May 1, 2013, on new cooperatives of self-employed
professionals: http://www.eenvandaag.nl/economie/45693/stand_van_nederland_co_peraties_zijn_weer_hip
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In this research project, the new cooperative movement in the Netherlands described above was of
interest. Because of the larger underlying financial complexity and for reasons of demarcation, this
research focused only on those initiatives that choose for the legal entity of a cooperative, so not on
those new bottom-up initiatives that use other governance models. A cooperative is defined as a
business entity owned by and operated for the benefit of those using its services (Van Dijk & Klep,
2005). It is characterised by the notion of member independence, whilst reaping the benefits of
collaboration, such as creating a countervailing power on the marketplace, market access, market
information, risk management, economies of scale and professionalization (ibid., 2005; NCR, 2012b).
In this research, the term ‘new cooperatives’ is used when referring to the subject of study: bottomup initiatives, relatively young in age, addressing a need, in which people or organisations cooperate
for a common goal, which they could not have attained individually. More specifically, of interest
were those sectors where new cooperatives have taken off in recent years: e.g. renewable energy,
health care, self-employed professionals in various sectors, fiberglass / internet, credit cooperatives,
and regional development cooperatives2. This means that sectors in which cooperatives are
historically already common, such as the agricultural sector, were outside the scope of this research.
In the period 2007-2011, on average 124 new cooperatives were founded each year (NCR, 2012a).
Yet, the impression existed that many of these cooperatives do not manage to become stable,
continuous, value-adding organisations: “hoewel harde cijfers ontbreken, kunnen we aannemen dat
de nieuwe nuts nog weinig zoden aan de dijk zetten (Schwencke, 2012, p. 36). Their lack of impact
may be caused by factors such as internal governance problems, insufficient profits, insufficient
capital, a lack of business knowledge or a lack of powerful leadership – factors which are more
commonly known to be bottlenecks for cooperatives (Henehan & Anderson, 2001; Gijselinckx et al.,
2011).

1.2

Company introduction and problem definition

This research project was carried out for Rabobank Nederland, department Coöperatie &
Duurzaamheid. The Rabobank is a cooperative bank, with roots dating back to 1864. In the
Netherlands, the Rabobank currently consists of 136 local cooperative banks, which are joined in the
supportive cooperative Rabobank Nederland. The amount of local cooperative banks has decreased
significantly over the years, due to internal mergers. Rabobank also has an international division,
Rabobank International, several subsidiaries such as leasing firm De Lage Landen, and several
participations such as Achmea, an insurance company. All activities are part of the Rabobank Group.
Worldwide, the Rabobank Group employs 59.628 fte, of which approximately half is employed at the
local Dutch banks or Rabobank Nederland (Annual Report, 2012). Its balance total is 752,4 billion
euros (ibid., 2012).
In its newly established strategic documents ‘Visie 2016’ and ‘Duurzaamheidsstrategie 2020’, the
Rabobank expresses the intention to increase its impact on society, e.g. by strengthening its
cooperative activities. Supporting these new cooperative initiatives is thus in line with Rabobank’s
2

See for examples of new cooperatives in the media:
http://tegenlicht.vpro.nl/afleveringen/2012-2013/power-to-the-people.html (October 2012)
http://www.dagvandecooperatie.nl/dag-van-de-cooperatie (October 2012)
http://www.bouwstenenvoorsociaal.nl/fileswijkplaats/20121107%20DB%20over%20Co%C3%B6perati
es.pdf (November 2012)
http://www.trouw.nl/tr/nl/5151/Vincent-wil-zon/article/detail/3409483/2013/03/16/Cooperatiesgedijen-in-de-crisis.dhtml (March 2013)
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desired direction. In fact, quite a few of such initiatives have contacted the Rabobank – especially the
local Rabobanks - for help and information: of the 27 banks that filled out a short survey on this
topic, 20 banks indicated they had received (multiple) questions from new cooperatives3. Their
requests vary from informative questions about e.g. the organisational and legal characteristics of a
cooperative, to questions concerning networks of cooperatives or other relevant potential partners,
to questions regarding funding. However, in spite of the intentions of the Rabobank, the bank was
not yet capable of answering these questions. Particularly, knowledge about the new cooperatives
was fragmented throughout the organization but was least of all present in local banks – which are
the first parties that receive requests – and there was no financial product for these new
cooperatives yet.
On April 12, 2013, in a meeting with 51 local banks, Rabobank Nederland and the present local banks
together agreed that these new cooperatives are a movement worth supporting. The Rabobank
already is one of the founding partners of the advisory hub ‘Kamer van Coöperatie’. Also, on the
short term (Q2-3 2013), an expertise desk will be established in Utrecht, where one FTE will be made
available to support the local banks in their services for new cooperatives. On the longer term (Q3-4
2013), the financial opportunities for funding the new cooperatives will be explored further. In order
to facilitate both short and long term goals, additional insights into the new cooperatives were
necessary. Specifically, the Rabobank has enquired further insights into the business models and the
professionalization of the new cooperatives. This knowledge should contribute to a recommendation
regarding the service activities of the Rabobank for the various types of new cooperatives. Thus, the
problem that was addressed in this research project was most of all bridging the knowledge gap on
the business model and professionalization of specified sectors of new cooperatives in the
Netherlands, in order to be able to shape Rabobank’s services for the new cooperatives. Although
there is ample descriptive information on the ‘bottom-up movement’ (Agentschap NL, 2010; Van der
Heijden et al., 2011; Gijselinckx et al., 2011; Boon, 2012; Swencke, 2012; WRR, 2012), less research
has been conducted on the next steps of these initiatives, especially concerning those cooperatives
that are not working on renewable energy. Adding to this knowledge base signifies the scientific
relevance of this research project.

1.3

Research goals

The ultimate objective of this research was to study how the Rabobank can best service the various
types of new cooperatives. In order to be able to support these new cooperatives and help them to
become stable organisations, the bank needed to bridge a knowledge gap concerning the new
cooperatives. This research project contributed to this.
Specifically, the research aimed to develop a categorization of new cooperatives per sector. Within
each of these sectors – e.g. renewable energy cooperatives – several types of cooperatives were
distinguished. They may have different types of members, differentiating in terms of economic
relationship with the cooperative, or access to membership, or business entity of the members, or
primary and secondary cooperatives (Galle, 2010). They may deliver different types of services, e.g.
joint procurement, marketing, production, administration, etc. (Galle, 2010; Gijselinckx et al., 2011;

3

However, these banks may not have been representative for all local banks. The survey was sent to those
banks that attended a meeting on new cooperatives.
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Schwencke, 2012). But for all these different types of new cooperatives within sectors, the research
aimed to generate insight into their various business models and their professional development
1) Regarding business models, it should be noted that in spite of the number of articles
published, no generally accepted definition of the term ‘business model’ has emerged yet
(Morris, Schindehutte & Allen, 2005; George & Bock, 2011; Zott, Amit & Massa, 2011). In line
with an earlier research project in which I was involved, the following components of a
business model were used in this research: value creation, value capture and value network
(Heuvelmans, Hoffmans, Roelofsen & Seele, 2012). For a more detailed explanation of these
components, see §2.3.1, p. 13.
2) Regarding the professional development of the new cooperatives, key information was
acquired on the development of the different types of cooperatives. Specifically, their critical
success factors and bottlenecks were of interest. Which factors are critical for the
cooperatives in order to be able to deliver added value for their members? Which hurdles
are encountered along the way?
In sum, this information contributes to an enhanced understanding of the variety of new
cooperatives. Finally, this results in an overview of the earlier described new cooperatives in the
Netherlands, with insight into the critical elements of their business model and professional
development in order to become stable, value-adding organisations. Achieving this goal contributes
to the realisation of one the Rabobank’s focus points in Visie 2016 and Duurzaamheidsstrategie 2020,
namely increasing the bank’s impact on society.

1.4

Research questions

Resulting from the research goals, the following main research question is posited:
How can the Rabobank service the various types of ‘new cooperatives’ in the identified sectors,
considering their idiosyncratic business models, success factors and bottlenecks?
Several research sub questions need to be answered in order to answer the main research question.
In the desk research section, the following three sub questions need to be answered:
1. Which sectors of new cooperatives may be distinguished, and how large are these sectors?
2. Which types of new cooperatives may be distinguished within the three largest new
cooperative sectors, in terms of types of members, types of services and their respective
business models?
3. Which critical success factors and bottlenecks are known in literature for the identified types
of new cooperatives in the three largest sectors?
In the empirical research section, the following sub questions need to be answered:
4. Which types of new cooperatives may be distinguished within the three largest new
cooperative sectors, in terms of types of members, types of services and their respective
business models?
5. What are the critical success factors and bottlenecks of the identified types of new
cooperatives in the three largest sectors?

5

In sum, this implies a broad initial inventarisation and portrayal of sectors of new cooperatives;
followed by a more close investigation of types, business models, success factors and bottlenecks of
the three largest sectors through desk research and empirical research.

1.5

Definition of concepts

New cooperatives
In this report, new cooperatives are understood to be organisations with the formal business entity
of a cooperative, which are founded since the start of the economic crisis in 2008, and have really
taken off since then, as opposed to - for instance – agricultural cooperatives. The research focus is on
bottom-up initiatives, addressing a need, in which people or organisations cooperate for a common
goal, which they could not have attained individually (Schwencke, 2012).
Business model
In this report, a business model is understood to be the integrated outline of the value creation
(market segment, value proposition, value chain), value capture (cost structure, revenue streams)
and value network (suppliers, customer relationships, competitors, potential partnerships) of an
organisation (Heuvelmans et al., 2012).
Critical success factors and bottlenecks
In this report, critical success factors and bottlenecks are defined as those strengths and weaknesses
that most affect an organisation’s success (Law, 2012). Here, cooperative ‘success’ is understood to
be the organisation’s achievement of added value and continuity for its members.

6
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2. DESK RESEARCH
In this chapter, the literature concerning new cooperatives is explored. First, to provide some basics
about the cooperative form of business, section 2.1 introduces the cooperative principles and the
motives to start a cooperative. In section 2.2, RSQ 1 is answered: Which sectors of new cooperatives
may be distinguished, and how large are these sectors? Subsequently, in section 2.3, RSQ 2 is
elaborated on: Which types of new cooperatives may be distinguished within the three largest new
cooperative sectors, in terms of types of members, types of services and their respective business
models? Lastly, in section 2.4, the desk research is finalized by answering RSQ 3: Which critical
success factors and bottlenecks are known in literature for the identified types of new cooperatives in
the three largest sectors? Section 2.5 concludes the chapter. Because of the relative novelty of these
new cooperatives, there is a dearth of scientific literature describing them. Therefore, next to a
limited amount of scientific sources, the subsequent desk research is largely based on professional
sources or (semi-) governmental publications.

2.1

Cooperatives for dummies

According to Galle (2010), cooperative businesses are about meeting the needs of people. They are
businesses owned and run by their members, aiming to provide for an economic need of these
members (ibid., 2010). By Dutch law, a cooperative is defined as: “De coöperatie is een bij notariële
akte als coöperatie opgerichte vereniging. Zij moet zich blijkens de statuten ten doel stellen in
bepaalde stoffelijke behoeften van haar leden te voorzien krachtens overeenkomsten, anders dan van
verzekering, met hen gesloten in het bedrijf dat zij te dien einde te hunnen behoeve uitoefent of doet
uitoefenen.” (2:53:1 BW).
The ideological principles of cooperatives may include some or all of the following: free entry and
exit of members; one man one vote; a certain compensation for members for the capital they
brought in; distribution of profit amongst members proportional to their business volume with the
cooperative; advancement of the education of the members; political and religious neutrality;
promotion of collaboration between cooperatives; and solidarity between the members (Galle,
2010).
Cooperatives are established in order to achieve something together which cannot be achieved
individually (ibid., 2010). Doing so, the cooperative leads to various benefits for the members, which
may serve as more direct motives as well: market power, access to a market, market transparency,
economies of scale, a higher degree of professionalization, risk management, chain development,
and community development (Van Dijk & Klep, 2005). Often, cooperatives are of defensive nature,
striving to create a countervailing power on the market (Galle, 2010).

2.2

Sectors of new cooperatives

In this section, research sub question 1 is elaborated on: Which sectors of new cooperatives may be
distinguished, and how large are these sectors?
Within the broader movement of changing government-market-civil society relationships and
increasing citizen emancipation and participation (see chapter 1), there are several sectors of activity
in which new cooperatives are prospering (Agentschap NL, 2010; Van der Heijden et al., 2011;
Gijselinckx et al., 2011; UN, 2011; Swencke, 2012; WRR, 2012; De Moor, 2013). In this section, a short
8

portrayal of these new cooperatives in the Netherlands is provided, describing the background and
activities of the organizations. Based on desk research, new cooperatives were found in the following
sectors:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Child care
Insurances
Finance
Health care
Local renewable energy
Regional sustainable/community development
Entrepreneurs or self-employed people in other sectors

In this section, each of these sectors is briefly described.
Ad 1): Child care cooperatives. Child care cooperatives are especially thriving in Belgium, but are
increasingly opening in the Netherlands as well (Gijselinckx et al., 2011). In these cooperatives, the
organization is typically run by parents, whose child attends the child care facility. They work in the
facility for a few hours a week themselves, pay a very low fee and have a say in the daily activities of
the facility. For example: De Oase in Utrecht. Recently, these parent-run child care organizations
were in the news because of new quality standards set by the government: parents have to be
licensed in order to work for the cooperative. This may raise a barrier for new child care
cooperatives. Furthermore, an overarching cooperative association for child care facilities exists,
namely the Coöperatie Dienstverlening Kinderopvang. This cooperative acts as a back office for the
affiliated child care facilities.
Ad 2): Insurance cooperatives. The cooperative is not a new player in the field of insurances. Large
established insurance companies, such as Menzis, Achmea and CZ Groep, are in fact cooperatives
(NCR, 2012a). However, in recent years, new cooperative insurance initiatives have been started. Het
Broodfonds is perhaps the most renowned example in the Netherlands. In many municipalities,
groups of entrepreneurs have started their own local insurance cooperative, in line with the
Broodfonds model, in which entrepreneurs become members of the insurance cooperative and pay a
periodical contribution to the collective. In case of illness or other forms of inability to work, the
members receive an allowance from the cooperative for a certain period of time. This cooperative
insurance is substantially cheaper than the regular existing insurances for entrepreneurs.
Ad 3): Financial cooperatives. Similar to insurance cooperatives, this is a sector of new cooperatives
in which entrepreneurs increasingly unite in order to support each other’s and their own interests.
Due to the economic and financial crisis, it has become more difficult for especially small- and
medium sized enterprises to gain access to financial services of banks. New initiatives thus start to fill
this gap, such as the Kredietunie. Entrepreneurs become members of the cooperative, deposit a
certain amount of money, and provide loans to fellow members from this collective capital. Also,
members provide coaching for each other. At this moment, it is still unclear whether these financial
cooperatives will be allowed: they are basically banks, which implies that they should meet all
legislation and permit requirements as ‘regular’ banks. This matter has not been resolved yet.
Ad 4): Health care cooperatives. Similar to the previous two sectors, the cooperative model is not
new in health care. Various residential care institutions, hospitals, ambulatory health care and
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medical specialists were already organized according to the cooperative model (Van Opstal, 2011).
However, the cooperative model is rapidly becoming more popular in health care (Kuiper & Van der
Winden, 2010). Indirectly, this is caused by a legislation-driven shift of many forms of care from
hospitals (‘tweedelijnszorg’) to directly accessible care providers (‘eerstelijnszorg’). In order to
facilitate this shift, economies of scale in de ‘eerstelijnszorg’ are necessary: partly because a certain
scale is simply required (e.g. insurance companies only want to work with larger parties), partly
because of cost efficiency, and partly because some care (e.g. 24/7) can only be provided through
multiple care providers (ibid., 2010).
According to Kuiper and Van der Winden (2010), the cooperative business entity is
momentarily most attractive when compared to other business entities, since it is a very flexible legal
form, with no obligatory input of capital, with some fiscal advantages and the possibility to limit
liability (ibid., 2010). Particularly since the legislation concerning ‘maatschappen’ recently changed,
many HCs are converting towards a cooperative (ibid., 2010). Van Opstal (2011) adds that the
members’ control over ownership and governance is another unique selling point of the cooperative,
especially since many care institutions have, often unwillingly, changed owners/investors many times
over the years.
Next to the increase in cooperatives of medical specialists converting their current business
entity (which is often a ‘maatschap’), two other types of new cooperatives have been found: a)
locally oriented demand-driven cooperatives, offering care, services and sometimes even housing for
the elderly and ill (e.g. Zorgcoöperatie Hoogeloon, or Senioren Co-op)4; and b) cooperatives of health
care professionals, who provide care at home and/or jointly take care of secondary activities such as
their own administration and insurance (e.g. Zorg&Co). Also, a support platform for health care
cooperatives in Brabant exists: the Platform Zorgcoöperatieve Ontwikkelingen Brabant (SRE, 2011).
This platform, in which the Province, the Provinciale Raad Gezondheid and the Vereniging van Kleine
Kernen are partners, aims to support new and existing initiatives with knowledge, network and
expertise and works together with municipalities. Finally, next to these larger categories, a
cooperative was found that represents the interests of care farms: Coöperatie Boer&Zorg.
Ad 5): Local renewable energy cooperatives. This is a very prominent sector of new cooperatives.
Whereas the energy market was traditionally dominated by the government and large firms, except
for a surge of cooperatives in wind energy in the late 80s and 90s, nowadays bottom-up, small scale,
decentralized organizations start to earn a share of the energy market (Schwencke, 2012). According
to HIERopgewekt, a national support platform for renewable energy, there are currently almost 300
initiatives in the Netherlands5, of which nearly half is a cooperative6. These initiatives take the lead in
the Dutch transition towards renewable energy use (Blokhuis, Advokaat & Schaefer, 2012). In
general, local renewable energy cooperatives are characterized by a strong local focus, whilst
operating as commercially independent and autonomous organizations (ibid., 2012). Their members
range from local citizens, companies, associations, municipalities, housing associations and other
market participants; their activities range from energy production, delivery, collective procurement
of PV, installation of systems and energy saving to advisory activities (ibid., 2012; Boon, 2012;

4

See article ‘Pluk die roos nu uit mijn tuin – Stadsdorp Zuid. Zorg op eigen kracht’, in De Groene
Amsterdammer, January 31, 2013
5
http://www.hieropgewekt.nl/initiatieven, accessed June 11, 2013
6
Personal conversation with Marieke Wagener from HIERopgewekt, March 28, 2013
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Schwencke, 2012). Next to financial returns on investment, the value proposition of these
cooperatives draws heavily on social returns on investment (Blokhuis et al., 2012).
Ad 6): Regional sustainable/community development cooperatives. In this field, two different types
of new cooperatives have been identified: cooperatives that focus on retaining services in small rural
villages, and cooperatives that focus on a broader spectrum of regional development. Concerning the
first, examples are the cooperative town shop in Sterksel, or the fiberglass cooperative in HeezeLeende, or cooperative town café in Esbeek. The main concern of these cooperatives is to retain or
modernize the service level in small towns, because established parties fail to do this (Wagenaar,
2011). The second type of cooperatives in this area focus on a broader, not necessarily local,
spectrum of regional or community development, in which multiple themes are addressed: examples
are ‘gebiedscoöperatie’ Westerkwartier or cooperative Breda DuurSaam. These cooperatives may
have a quite diverse group of members (e.g. Westerkwartiers members are Staatsbosbeheer, AOC
Terra and several agricultural nature associations) or consist purely of self-employed professionals
(e.g. Praedium), but are connected by the more general aim to improve the region or community
around them.
Ad 7): Entrepreneurs cooperatives in other sectors. Finally, this group refers to those cooperatives
that are run by collectives of self-employed professionals or entrepreneurs, operating in sectors that
have not been included in any of the six categories described above. They are active in very different
sectors, ranging from business services (e.g. consultants, lawyers, accountants, HR-specialists, etc.),
construction and maintenance (e.g. plumbers, painters, cleaners, etc.), ICT development and
management (e.g. web designers), specialists in knowledge-intensive topics (e.g. education
consultants), to the creative sector (e.g. journalists). Although the cooperative business entity is not
new in these professions, there has been a rapid increase in the numbers of entrepreneurs
cooperatives since the economic crisis7. According to Jonker et al. (2012), cooperation in a
cooperative is one of the key components of the emerging new types of business models they
observed in the Dutch market. They describe this trend as follows: “Ondernemen en direct in het
verlengde organiseren wordt de kunst en kunde van het nieuwe samenwerken. Verbinden wordt in
dat verband van steeds grotere waarde – sociaal en economisch. In en door die verbindingen
ontstaan allerlei nieuwe consortia en configuraties van partijen.” (Jonker et al., 2012, p. 3). New
cooperatives of entrepreneurs are examples of this renewed preference for different forms of
cooperation. According to the branch organization Kamer van Coöperatie8, to date more than
hundred cooperatives of independent, yet cooperating entrepreneurs or self-employed professionals
exist in the Netherlands. Although part of the increasing numbers of these entrepreneurs
cooperatives may be explained by the renewed interest in cooperation described by Jonker et al.
(2012), another part can be explained by the recent conversions of existing ‘maatschappen’ or other
entities into cooperatives. The motives for these conversions are likely to be related to the favorable
fiscal or legal rules applying to cooperatives, compared to other business entities (NCR, 2012b).
Not all of the sectors of new cooperatives introduced above will be studied in more depth. Only the
three sectors in which the largest number of initiatives have been found, will be studied further.
7

www.kamervancooperatie.nl, accessed May 29, 2013; see also the Eén Vandaag documentary of May 1, 2013
on entrepreneurs cooperatives: http://www.zzpbedrijvengids.nl/nieuws/923/een-vandaag-rapportage-zzpersbundelen-de-krachten-in-een-cooperatie/
8
www.kamervancooperatie.nl, accessed May 29, 2013
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Sector size is defined here as the respective amount of new cooperatives in each sector. Although
this measure is not very reliable because there is no accurate source of data, other measures (e.g.
economic value) are even more unreliable and difficult to establish because of the infant stage of
most new cooperatives, and the lack of available data on this.
Thus, in order to estimate sector size, an inventory was made of the amounts of new
cooperatives in all seven sectors described above. This resulted in the following approximations of
sector size (table 1), ranked in order of size:
Table 1: Approximate sector sizes of the identified sectors of new cooperatives (based on data from the Kamer van
Koophandel, CO-OP Champions, HIERopgewekt and de Ondernemerscoöperatie; June 2013)

Cooperatives in…
Entrepreneurs in various sectors
Local renewable energy
Healthcare
Insurance
Regional sustainable/community development
Child care
Finance

Amount
> 130
> 114
> 70
> 48
> 20
>4
>4

Clearly, there are three sectors that are much larger than the others: entrepreneurs cooperatives in
various sectors (in the remainder of this report, this group will be referred to as ‘entrepreneurs
cooperatives’, in short ‘ECs’), local renewable energy cooperatives (in short ‘LRECs’), and healthcare
cooperatives (in short ‘HCs’). This representation is confirmed by the results of a small survey
amongst local Rabobanks that was carried out for a Rabobank event on April 12, 2013: 79% of the
cooperatives that had contacted a local bank were active in one of these sectors.
In sum, research sub question 1 can now be answered: Which sectors of new cooperatives may be
distinguished, and how large are these sectors? Seven sectors of new cooperatives have been
identified: child care, insurances, finance, health care, local renewable energy, regional
sustainable/community development, and entrepreneurs in various sectors. The sizes of these
sectors differ substantially (see table 1), but the three largest sectors that will be studied in more
depth are undeniable: entrepreneurs, local renewable energy and health care.
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2.3

Exploration of three sectors of new cooperatives

In this section, research sub question 2 needs to be answered: Which types of new cooperatives may
be distinguished within the three largest new cooperative sectors, in terms of types of members,
types of services and their respective business models? First, the concept of a ‘business model’ is
explained in sub section 2.3.1. Then, sub section 2.3.2 elaborates on new entrepreneurs
cooperatives; sub section 2.3.3 addresses the new cooperatives in in local renewable energy; and
new health care cooperatives are subsequently discussed in sub section 2.3.4. Sub section 2.3.5
finalizes this section and provides an overview of the findings.
2.3.1 What is a business model?
The business model of an organization refers to the way it creates value, captures this value and the
value network in which this takes place (Heuvelmans et al., 2012). A conceptual model of the
business model as used in this research is depicted in figure 1.

Value Network:
Suppliers, Customers, Competitors, Partnerships

Value Creation:

Value Capture:

Market segment
Value proposition
Value chain

Cost structure
Revenue streams

Figure 1: Conceptual model of a business model with its constituent building blocks (Heuvelmans et al., 2012).

The survival and prosperity of all organizations needing or aiming for financial profit is directly linked
to their ability to both create and capture value (Shafer, Smith & Linder, 2005): figuring out how to
deliver value to the customer - and to capture value while doing so - are the key issues in designing a
business model (Teece, 2010). The third building block, value network, can be defined as the set of
inter-organizational relationships that are necessary to create a product or service (Johnson, Scholes
& Whittington, 2008) and hence in which value creation and capture takes place (Shafer et al., 2005).
In order to create value, three elements are important: the market segment defines the customers
for whom the organization provides a solution, the value proposition defines the exact superior
solution the organization offers for its market segments, and the value chain defines how these
superior solutions will be developed within the organization, distinguishing between primary and
secondary activities (Porter, 1985). Then, the value that has been created for the customer should be
appropriated to the organization: this concerns the revenue streams obtained from each market
segment, minus the costs incurred (fixed and variable). Finally, the value network not only implies
attentiveness to suppliers and customers, but also competitors and potential partnerships. It is the
strength of the relationship that is important here.
It should be noted that although this business model was not specifically designed for cooperatives,
the model can still be used for them. It should be kept in mind that cooperatives principally create
value for their members instead of the more broadly defined ‘customers’, and that capturing value is
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mainly important in order to guarantee the survival and operations of the cooperative, as it often is a
not-for-profit organization (Galle, 2010).
2.3.2 New entrepreneurs cooperatives
In this sub section, the types of members, types of services and the business models of
entrepreneurs cooperatives (ECs) are described. Various illustrative examples are provided along the
way.
Members
As was introduced in §2.2, new ECs are active in many different sectors. They are particularly popular
in business services, construction & architecture, ICT, the creative sector and with knowledgeintensive professionals. The types of members they have are often self-employed professionals or
small businesses, in various types of legal entities (e.g. sole proprietor businesses, ‘maatschappen’,
limited firms). Within these ECs, there are some cooperatives that are actually conversions of already
existing partnerships towards the cooperative legal entity, probably because of favorable legal and
fiscal rules that apply to cooperatives: the possibilities for profit sharing are more flexible, and there
are some fiscal advantages (NCR, 2012b). Furthermore, according to Griffioen (2013a), other
favorable rules are for example the ease of entrance and exit of members without involvement of a
notary, the option to cover liability, and the fact that all members have a voting right.
Examples are EC DrieS, which is a cooperative of nine self-employed education specialists; or EC de
Advocaten Unie, which is a cooperative of ten independent law firms.
Services
Considering the various sectors of business of ECs, no in-depth description of their specific services is
provided here. Nevertheless, an explanation of their activities in more general terms is possible. In a
study on the usage and properties of networks by self-employed professionals in the Netherlands,
Koster and De Vries (2011) found that the most important motives for cooperation by the selfemployed are related to acquiring and executing assignments together: ‘cooperation on one job’,
‘getting jobs through other self-employed’, ‘network building’ and ‘joined acquisition’ were named
most often in their empirical research. The motive ‘knowledge sharing and innovation’ on the other
hand was only named in 9% of the cases (Koster & De Vries, 2011). Cooperation (for instance in a
cooperative) is thus largely scale-driven. Furthermore, ECs may find advantages in cooperation for
the collective procurement of materials, marketing activities, insurances, education and training,
administration or innovation (NCR, 2012b).
An example of a cooperative in which self-employed professionals cooperate to be able to accept
larger assignments, use each other’s competencies and professionalize service delivery is EC Afbouw
Alliantie. This is a cooperative in the construction sector. According to themselves, the cooperative
serves as a shared contact person and offers transparent and simple customer relationship
management, whilst eradicating superfluous chain parties9.

9

http://www.afbouwalliantie.com/, accessed July 1, 2013
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Business model
Table 2 outlines the key components of the business models of ECs, including the variety of possible
options per element.
Table 2: Business model of ECs (Koster & de Vries, 2011; NCR, 2012b)

Building blocks
Value creation

Elements
Market segment
Value proposition
Value chain

Value capture

Cost structure

Value network

Revenue streams
Suppliers
Customers
Competitors
Partnerships

Possible options
Members, or organization dependent consumers
Advantages of scale and scope
Primary activities: joint acquisition, execution, procurement,
marketing, insurances, education & training, administration,
innovation
Secondary activities: administration, marketing, legal & fiscal
understanding, training, technological support (e.g. intranet,
apps, website), networking & lobbying
Fixed costs: housing costs for a collective building, labor costs
for collective FTE’s (e.g. a secretary), costs of capital
Variable costs: marketing materials, costs for member
meetings, costs for usage of services (e.g. a notary)
Member fees, payments of clients, reservations
Organization dependent; all sorts of relationships possible
See ‘market segment’; close relationships with members, all
sorts of relationships with customers
Organization dependent; all sorts of relationships possible
Organization dependent ; all sorts of relationships possible

Basically, the business model of an EC is quite straightforward. A group of entrepreneurs or selfemployed professionals cooperates with each other to achieve various advantages of scale and
scope. Sometimes, they possess a collective office, but this is not necessarily the case. Most ECs are
quite small: according to Alfred Griffioen10, an EC of 10 members is on the upper end of the
spectrum. Also, the financial aspects of the business model are rather simple. Each member
generates income from individual or collective assignments. The cooperative’s costs are paid from
member contributions and/or capital.
The cooperative Praedium was founded in 2012, but had already existed as a limited firm since 2003.
It consists of nine senior self-employed experts in the field of rural development. Each of them has
his/her own specialism, but through the cooperative, they are able to attract a larger group of clients,
accept and execute larger assignments, and organize their secondary activities more efficiently. In
terms of the financial model, each of the nine members pays an annual fee of 2000-3000 euro for
fixed costs (e.g. rent of the collective office). Furthermore, they pay a membership fee, and they
deposit 10% of the revenues of their individual/collective assignments in the cooperative. From these
combined sources, the fixed and variable costs of the cooperative are paid for; also, money is reserved
for future investments. If a member (A) brings in an assignment, but another member (B) executes it,
member A still receives a compensation for this; this compensation is deducted from the assignment’s
revenues of member B.

10

Personal conversation with Alfred Griffioen, June 4, 2013
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2.3.3 New cooperatives in local renewable energy
In this sub section, the types of members, types of services and the business models of local
renewable energy cooperatives (LRECs) are described. Various illustrative examples are provided
along the way.
Members
LRECs may have a range of different members. They may be local citizens, companies, social
organizations, environmental foundations, sports associations, municipalities, housing associations,
schools, farmers, energy producers, other market participants or combinations of all these parties
(Rabobank, 2011; Blokhuis et al., 2012; Schwencke, 2012; Van der Heijden, 2013): basically anybody
who wishes to contribute to the transition towards renewable energy. However, a majority of the
new LRECs are initiated by and composed of citizen members.
Examples are LREC Duurzaam Zwaag, which members are citizens living in the same neighborhood; or
LREC Achterhoekse Zonne-energie Coöperatie, at which membership is not limited to a particular type
of members, as long as they participate in the collective acquisition of solar panels. Furthermore, at
LREC Eemstroom, the members are either citizens or companies. At LREC Deventer Energie, citizens,
companies and the municipality work together.
Services
Ultimately, the activities of LRECs are directed at enabling the transition towards renewable energy
production and usage. This larger goal is pursued by focusing on smaller sub-goals, such as giving
substance to sustainability policy goals of the local government, stimulating the usage of renewable
energy, promoting independence of fossil energy sources, developing local energy production
facilities, or striving for a constant energy price level (Rabobank, 2011; Schwencke, 2012).
Then, the services and activities of LRECs are concentrated on one or more of the following themes,
on a local scale: (a) production, delivery and management of renewable energy in their region; (b)
financing and/ or participation in renewable energy projects; and/or (c) energy savings (Agentschap
NL, 2010; Blokhuis et al., 2012; Schwencke, 2012). More precisely, according to an exploration by Van
der Heijden (2013), these three general topics may operationally be developed and executed through
the following activities:
1) Collective procurement of energy meters, measuring the energy usage of houses, exchange
of learnings, provision of information, organizing a tour that runs along houses that have
already implemented some practices (e.g. insulation, solar panels)
2) Organize a local competition around energy saving
3) Measuring the energy usage of home appliances, and collective procurement of more
economic appliances (e.g. LED lighting)
4) Hiring an energy advisor (EPA-advisor) together, who evaluates each house, in order to
determine which measures can be taken collectively
5) Collective procurement of insulation materials, solar panels, etc.
6) Collective installation of insulation materials, solar panels, etc.
7) Delivering renewable energy to customers, through a resale agreement with a licensed party,
e.g. Greenchoice or Eneco. However, as the sustainability of this model is frequently
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debated, many LRECs regard this activity merely as a temporary step on the road to selfproduction of energy (Schwencke, 2012).
8) Delivering renewable energy from local production sources
9) Production of renewable energy with own production facilities, e.g. exploitation of a windmill
or biomass digester
10) Developing towards a smart grid: construction of smart meters, monitoring energy usage,
providing energy saving advise based on the energy usage
In general, the most popular sort of locally produced energy is electricity; gas lags behind
(Schwencke, 2012).
Although the order of activities in the list above suggests a certain sequence of steps, according to
Van der Heijden (2013), most LRECs do not keep to this sequence and just start somewhere, which is
not necessarily right or wrong. Yet, a distinction can be made between the activities that can easily
be executed by a group of volunteers, compared to activities for which a more professional
organization is required (ibid., 2013). From activity 7 and onwards, professionalization is necessary.
This can for example be achieved by hiring external advisors for incidental advise or more structural
contributions, or by appointing internal managers, which will then be employed by the cooperative
(ibid., 2013).
An example of a cooperative that has just started is LREC ACE in Alphen-Chaam. Kick started by the
municipality11, there is a group of people working on the formation of an LREC. The group’s first steps
are the organization of three energy fora, where information will be provided on renewable energy.
An example of an LREC that is more advanced is LREC De A in Apeldoorn, which delivers energy that is
produced at het Waterschap Vallei en Veluwe and Kalvermesterij Kroes, both in the area of
Apeldoorn. For the actual delivery of energy to members and other customers, De A has a resale
agreement with Greenchoice.
Business model
Table 3 outlines the key components of the business models of LRECs, including the large variety of
possible options per element.

11

http://www.alphen-chaam.nl/eCache/DEF/59/537.html, accessed July 1, 2013
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Table 3: Business models of LRECs (Agentschap NL, 2010; Blokhuis et al., 2012; Rabobank, 2012; Schwencke, 2012; Van
der Heijden, 2013)

Building blocks
Value creation

Elements
Market segment

Value proposition
Value chain

Value capture

Cost structure

Revenue streams

Value network

Suppliers
Customers
Competitors
Partnerships

Possible options
Members, private non-member parties (e.g. consumers,
companies, VvE’s), public non-member parties (e.g. schools,
municipalities, sports associations), energy companies
(suppliers or traders)
Contributing to the energy transition and sustainability
Primary activities: see list above, under ‘services’
Secondary activities: education & training, billing of the
supplied energy, administration, marketing, technological
support (e.g. intranet, apps, website), legal & fiscal
understanding, networking & lobbying
Fixed costs: housing costs for a collective building, labor costs
for collective FTE’s (e.g. a secretary) & volunteers fees, costs
of capital
Variable costs: exploitation & maintenance of production
facility, marketing materials, costs for member meetings,
costs for usage of services (e.g. a notary)
Provisions from energy supplier, provisions from suppliers of
materials (e.g. insulation material, solar panels), margin on
the price of delivered goods & services, member
investments, member contribution, subsidies, donations in
money or in kind
Suppliers of materials, suppliers of energy; all sorts of
relationships possible
See ‘market segment’; all sorts of relationships with
members and customers
Other energy cooperatives or companies; all sorts of
relationships possible
Other LRECs, energy suppliers, public organisations, social
organisations, housing associations, banks, crowdfunders,
business services; all sorts of relationships possible

Notwithstanding the large variety of options described in table 3, some more frequently used LREC
models can be distinguished amongst the turmoil. A distinction can be made between 1) wind energy
cooperatives, 2) solar energy cooperatives, and 3) more comprehensive energy cooperatives
(Schwencke, 2012). Each of these models is discussed below.
Ad 1): Wind energy cooperatives. Some LRECs (e.g. Zuidenwind, de Windcentrale) build upon the
business model of the already established and quite successful wind energy cooperatives from the
1980s, such as Zeeuwind, Kennemerwind or Deltawind (Schwencke, 2012). This model entails that a
large group of people participate financially in the realization of wind energy turbines or parks,
sometimes complemented with loans from banks or investment firms. The produced energy is sold
to the grid. In return, the members receive an attractive interest rate (often 5-8%) and the loan is
settled in 10-15 years (Rabobank, 2011; Schwencke, 2012). The remaining profits are invested in new
wind energy projects, or invested in/given to other renewable energy projects: in the period 20082011, the Westfriese Windmolen Coöperatie has subsidized solar panels, solar heating boilers,
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insulation materials and thermal heating pumps for an amount of €105.000,- (ibid., 2012).
Schwencke (2012) describes that this diversification of activities into for example solar power
initiatives is increasingly common amongst the wind energy cooperatives. Also, especially the old
wind energy cooperatives are more and more engaging in political lobbies for easing of the energy
laws, or are putting themselves forward as partners for the new cooperatives. Arm in arm with the
political lobby, both old and new wind energy cooperatives are exploring the opportunities for direct
delivery of the produced energy to its members, instead of selling the energy to the grid. However,
since the current energy law imposes taxes and BTW on energy that is produced elsewhere, the costs
of this idea are not substantially lower or even higher than ‘regular’ energy prices (Rabobank, 2011).
This public debate is known as the discussion on ‘zelflevering’.
De Windcentrale, founded in 2010, is an example of an innovative business model in wind energy. It
uses a concept in which people who have invested in the windmills, actually receive energy
proportional to their investment, through a resale agreement with Greenchoice. This construction
results in projected 30% savings on the energy price and circumvents the discussion on ‘zelflevering’.
The Windcentrale model is visualized in figure 2.

Figure 2: Business model of the Windcentrale (website Windcentrale, 2013)

Ad 2): Solar energy cooperatives. There are many initiatives working on the implementation of solar
energy in the Netherlands. Several of these initiatives are cooperatives. Two business models can be
distinguished: cooperatives in which the solar panels are placed on the owner’s own roof, or
cooperatives in which ownership and location of the panels is separated. The first group of
cooperatives is bound to owners of a roof: neighborhoods, industrial areas, Verenigingen van
Eigenaren (VvEs) or the entire town: they collectively buy or lease solar panels and place them on
their respective roofs (Schwencke, 2012). The energy that is produced by these panels can be
deducted from their energy bill: ‘saldering’. The second group of cooperatives addresses those
people that do not have a roof of their own: again, they collectively buy solar panels, but place them
on the roofs of farmer stables, industrial buildings, buildings of the municipality, schools, etc. Also,
larger solar parks are being developed. Ownership and location are hence separated. It may be clear
that this model requires more complex or creative financial models, as ‘zelflevering’ is not yet
allowed (see ad 1: wind energy cooperatives) (ibid., 2012). One of these creative solutions is
‘administratieve saldering’: people can invest in solar panels which will be placed on the roof of e.g. a
school; the energy cost savings of the school are returned to the investors, who thus have the
opportunity to earn back their investment (ibid., 2012). This is already put to practice by for instance
LREC Zon op Noord and Zon op Castricum; more similar initiatives are eager to start.
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Another creative business model that circumvents the limitations to ‘zelflevering’ is BedrijfZoektBuur.
It works as follows: a company that wishes to invest in solar panels, but does not have a roof of its
own, buys panels and places them on the roof of a neighbor. Since there are many fiscal deduction
arrangements that apply to such an investment, e.g. the ‘energie-investeringsaftrek’ and the
‘kleinschaligheidsinvesteringsaftrek’ for investments larger than €2200,-, and the BTW may be
reclaimed, this is an attractive investment for a firm. The neighbors use the electricity generated by
the solar panels. As the energy is produced ‘behind the meter’, this implies a direct reduction of their
energy bill. In return, the neighbors pay the company a fixed price for the produced energy, for a fixed
period of time. In the example named on the website, this is €0,23 per kWh for a period of six years.
After this period, the contract terminates, and the neighbors can still use the panels for as long as
they want.
So in sum, the value proposition of this model is quite simple: the company can fiscally deduct the
investment, and the neighbors receive green energy at a fixed price. Also, the business model is
completely legal (checked by law firm Loyens & Loeff) and suitable for expansion: some municipalities
already expressed their interest.
Ad 3): More comprehensive LRECs. Finally, the cooperatives in this category may focus on all sources
of renewable energy, and all activities as described in the list under ‘services’ (p.16). According to an
earlier Rabobank report (2011), the basic model is that most cooperatives start with attracting
members and delivering green energy through a resale contract with e.g. Greenchoice. The
cooperative then either receives a provision from Greenchoice, or earns a margin on the price
difference between the two. This revenue, often complemented with member contributions, is
invested in local energy production facilities or e.g. collective acquisition of solar panels. Also, the
cooperative advises her members regarding energy saving measures. Ultimately, most LRECs strive
for a fully independent locally produced energy delivery (Rabobank, 2011). Furthermore, on the
longer term, some LRECs may extend their collective and cooperative power and develop towards
broader – but still local - social cooperatives, for example by working on city farming or local food
products as well (Van der Heijden, 2013). An example of such a broader cooperative is Nieuwleusen
Synergie.
The LRECs in this category find themselves in different phases and on different tracks. Some LRECs
are only just starting with ‘Energiecafés’, other LRECs already have their own
‘programmaverantwoordelijkheid’ (e.g. de Noordhollandse Energie Coöperatie NHEC), which means
that they are fully responsible for the planning of the daily production, transport and usage of
electricity. Some illustrative examples of different LREC business models are provided below.
A well-known example of a successful LREC is Texel Energie. In 2007, it has started with the delivery of
green energy through a resale agreement with Greenchoice to members, customers and companies
on the island of Texel. Currently, Texel Energie is working on four projects in which renewable energy
is actually produced: solar panels, an oven for woodchips, and a biomass digester. Also, the
cooperative participates in projects on energy saving and smart grids. In April 2011, the cooperative
had 2700 members and 3500 customers (Rabobank, 2011). Whereas the initiative started with a
small group of 12 enthusiastic drivers, currently Texel Energy employs 2 fte. It has its own front office
for customer servicing. Also, in 2013, together with de Windunie and Stichting Urgenda, a cooperative
for back office activities was founded: DE Unie.
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LREC Eemstroom in Amersfoort on the other hand has chosen the completely opposite track. With
help and financial support of energy company Eneco, a professional organization was constructed,
which is now looking for members – both citizens and companies. Eemstroom delivers green energy
from Eneco (Ecostroom or Ecogas) and plans to develop its own production facilities on the long term.
In order to achieve this goal, the cooperative needs members, because the financial model of the
cooperative works as follows: energy is collectively bought from Eneco, with a certain discount. This
discount is not settled in the price paid by members, but is partly used to cover the costs of the
cooperative and partly used to build a fund. The more members, the faster this fund will grow. The
fund is then used to invest in local energy production facilities.
2.3.4 New cooperatives in health care
In this sub section, the types of members, types of services and the business models of health care
cooperatives (HCs) are described. Various illustrative examples are provided along the way.
Members
According to Kurimoto (2002), there are three types of cooperatives in health care: provider-owned,
user-owned, and joint user- and provider- owned cooperatives. Members of provider-owned
cooperatives may be individuals - such as medical specialists, physiotherapists, general practitioners,
and self-employed home care nurses - or they may be care institutions – for example hospitals (Van
Opstal, 2011). Also, there are some provider-owned cooperatives of chain parties, such as a
cooperative for diabetes-care, in which all medical parties involved in the chain of care for a diabetes
patient are members of the cooperative, e.g. general practitioners, dieticians, laboratories, etc.
(Kuiper & Van der Winden, 2010). The second group of HCs, user-owned cooperatives, is a bit newer
in the Netherlands. Their members are people in need of care themselves, people who are
potentially in need of care, or the people surrounding people in need of care, such as their families
(ibid., 2011). Finally, the third group of HCs consists of joint user- and provider owned cooperatives,
also named multi-stakeholder cooperatives (Kurimoto, 2002). Their members may range from care
providers, care users, care insurance companies, social organizations, municipalities, and so on (Van
Opstal, 2011).
An example of a provider-owned cooperative of individual care providers is Coöperatie Boer&Zorg. Its
members are 120 owners of care farms in the Netherlands. An example of a user-owned cooperative
is Stadsdorp Zuid in Amsterdam. Its members are elderly people. As the cooperative wants to retain
its small-scale strength, membership is limited to people living in the Apollobuurt and the Prinses
Irenebuurt in Amsterdam. Stadsdorp Zuid started in October 2010, but already has 325 members d.d.
June 2013. An example of a joint user- and provider-owned cooperative is Tot uw Dienst in Brabant, in
which care users, care providers and ‘fans’ are all members of the cooperative.
Services
The services and activities of HCs depend on the type of cooperative. Both provider-owned
cooperatives of care institutions and provider-owned cooperatives of individual care providers are
usually engaged in creating economies of scale in the purchasing of goods (e.g. materials, expensive
medical devices) and services (e.g. education and training of members, administration, and
technological support), in order to deliver better and more care in a more efficient manner (Kuiper &
Van der Winden, 2010; Van Opstal, 2011). Also, for individual care providers, the possibility to accept
larger assignments or patients who require care 24/7 is higher in case of cooperation (Van der Tas,
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2011). For such self-employed professionals in care, e.g. home care nurses, the activities of the
cooperative resemble those of an EC (see p.14 of this report), in which value is added by up scaling
the primary activities and managing all secondary activities in the value chain. Also, in some cases the
cooperative replaces the current ‘zorgkantoren’, which are the parties that usually act as the
mediator between care providers and care users. When these activities are organized by the
cooperative, this implies more direct contact with the client, and often a higher financial reward for
the care provider.
Continuing on the spectrum of HCs, user-owned cooperatives are active in a wide range of activities:
from providing care, chauffeuring, and handyman services to meals, daycare, and information
delivery (SRE, 2011). Finally, the joint user- and provider- owned cooperatives that were found in the
Netherlands are for instance cooperatives in which the demand of care using members is directly
linked to care providing members, or cooperatives in which housing projects for care users are
designed and established together with care providers.
An example of a provider-owned cooperative of care institutions is the Samenwerkende Ziekenhuizen
West-Nederland Coöperatief, founded in 2008, in which four hospitals in the province of Zuid-Holland
cooperate in order to create a more diverse and higher quality offer of care services. Also, reduction
of costs and economies of scale are important drivers behind the cooperative. Individually, the four
hospitals could not have maintained the current level of care because of their small size.
The user-owned cooperative Austerlitz Zorgt is a cooperative of current and potential care users in the
small village of Austerlitz. It offers its members several services: availability of a ‘dorpsondersteuner’
and a care coordinator, support in the application for WMO-budgets, day care, recreation and a
chauffeuring service.
The joint user- and provider owned cooperative Tot uw Dienst offers its care using members support
in almost all their care needs, such as applying for care budgets and mediating with care providers.
For its care providing members, Tot uw Dienst offers similar services as an EC: access to clients,
education and training, and referrals to supportive organizations that may help the care professional
in back office activities. The cooperative Tot uw Dienst thus mainly acts as an intermediary knowledge
partner, instead of organizing all services themselves.
Business model
Table 4 outlines the key components of the business models of HCs, including the variety of possible
options per element.
Some of the concepts named in table 4 may need some additional explanation. First, under the
header ‘value proposition’, three alternatives are named. The first, achieving economies of scale,
refers to the possibility for care users and care providers to deploy their collective size to increase
their market power, manage their risk, etc. The second value proposition is the vacuum hypothesis:
this refers to the incentive for many user-owned cooperatives to start a cooperative because the
government, market parties or social organizations are not able to maintain the desired level of
services in the region (Van Opstal, 2011). Local citizens then cooperate to fill the gap. The third value
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proposition, diversification in demand, denotes the added value that some user-owned cooperatives
create for specific groups of care users (ibid., 2011).
Table 4: Business models of HCs (Gijselinckx et al., 2011; SRE, 2011; Van Opstal, 2011)

Building blocks
Value creation

Elements
Market segment
Value proposition
Value chain

Value capture

Cost structure

Revenue streams

Value network

Suppliers
Customers
Competitors
Partnerships

Possible options
Care users, care providers
Achieving economies of scale, the ‘vacuum-hypothesis’,
diversification in demand
Primary activities: services for care users, building or
exploiting physical care facilities, organizing secondary value
chain activities for care providers, advising members or third
parties about care-related subjects
Secondary activities: administration, marketing, legal & fiscal
understanding, training, technological support (e.g. intranet,
apps, website), networking & lobbying
Fixed costs: housing costs for a collective facility, labor costs
for collective FTE’s (e.g. a secretary) & volunteers fees, costs
of capital
Variable costs: marketing materials, costs for member
meetings, costs for usage of services (e.g. a notary)
Control over care user’s personal budgets derived from
AWBZ, WMO and care insurance company; payments from
customers or participants, payments from insurance
companies, financial contribution of members
Suppliers of materials, providers of care; all sorts of
relationships possible
Care users, care providers; all sorts of relationships possible
Other HCs, other care providers (individuals or institutions);
all sorts of relationships possible
Other HCs, other care providers (individuals or institutions),
insurance companies, public organisations, social
organisations, housing associations, banks, crowdfunders,
business services; all sorts of relationships possible

The second concept in table 4 that may need some additional explanation is the notion of ‘integrale
budgetfinanciering’, in which the cooperative administers people’s individual care budgets. These
personal budgets consist of resources from the governmental AWBZ and WMO and the care
insurance company. Care users deposit these budgets on a separate bank account, which is used by
the cooperative to buy care for the collective and achieve economies of scale (Van Opstal, 2011; Tot
uw Dienst, 2012). Because of these direct member contributions, the total funding need of these
cooperatives is limited, especially when compared to the funding need of for instance multistakeholder cooperatives that focus on housing projects (Van Opstal, 2011).
Some illustrative examples of different HC business models are provided below.
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Provider-owned cooperative Zorg & Co is a cooperative of self-employed professionals in care. For the
interests of the members, the cooperative is active in marketing and acquisition, insurances in case of
illness or disability, education and training, administration and fiscal support. The insurances are
offered in partnership with BSB Assuradeuren. The costs of membership are a €200,- entry fee (of
which €75,- is refunded in case of exit, and the other €125,- is used to pay for an entry package,
including 3 months of liability insurance); annual contribution of €150,-; service costs up to 10% of a
member’s revenues and finally administration costs up to 5% of a member’s revenues. In return, the
members have an annual claim on their respective share of the profit of the cooperative, which is
based on their business volume with the cooperative. Members also have a vote in the member’s
meetings. Zorg & Co is an initiative of Coop & Co, which also employs a cooperative in the
construction sector, Tech & Co. The services delivered by Zorg & Co are actually executed by Plaza
Nederland B.V. and ADZ B.V.: the head office of Zorg &Co is composed of employees of these
organizations. Currently, Zorg & Co has over 300 members.
The value proposition of user-owned cooperative Zorgcoöperatie Helenaveen is to facilitate people in
living on their own for as long as possible. The cooperative promotes the livability of the village by
organizing day care, an information point, a handyman service and housing for its members. The
members pay a small amount of monthly contribution: €2,-. Also, the cooperative receives subsidy of
the Province. The costs of the cooperative are low: the activities are mostly run by volunteers, and an
accommodation for daycare was built with subsidies. Members pay if they participate in activities
(e.g. €6,50 for day care). The only activity of the cooperative that is more complex is the
establishment of 10 houses for care users. This project was developed through a team, in which the
local housing association, the municipality, a board member of Zorgcoöperatie Helenaveen and some
villagers participated. The houses were established through Collectief Particulier Opdrachtgeverschap
(CPO).
2.3.5 Overview
In this section, research sub question 2 has been elaborated on: Which types of new cooperatives
may be distinguished within the three largest new cooperative sectors, in terms of types of members,
types of services and their respective business models?
Three new cooperative sectors in the Netherlands have been explored: entrepreneurs cooperatives,
local renewable energy cooperatives, and health care cooperatives. ECs are quite clear: they consist
of self-employed professionals or small businesses in various sectors, who cooperate to achieve
various advantages of scale and scope. Members generate a part of their income through the
cooperative and collectively cover the cooperative’s costs. LRECs on the other hand are more
diverse: members may be anybody who wishes to contribute to the energy transition, and their
activities are just as wide-ranging. Three dominant models were identified: wind energy cooperatives
(in which a large group of people participates in the exploitation of windmills), solar energy
cooperatives (two models: connection or separation of ownership & location) and more
comprehensive LRECs (often starting with savings advise and resale, expanding towards own
production facilities). Finally, HCs were studied. Three models were found, which have a direct link
with their type of members: provider-owned (individuals or institutions), user-owned, and joint userand provider owned cooperatives. In many ways, the provider-owned cooperatives resemble ECs.
The user-owned and multi-stakeholder HCs are more innovative; they provide facilities, care and
support for their members and are characterized by their small, local scale and personal approach.
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2.4

Success factors and bottlenecks

In this final section of the desk research, RSQ 3 is answered: Which critical success factors and
bottlenecks are known in literature for the identified types of new cooperatives in the three largest
sectors? First, §2.4.1 elaborates on success factors and bottlenecks that are known to be common for
cooperatives. Specific success factors and bottlenecks per sector (ECs, LRECs and HCs) are detailed in
§2.4.2. §2.4.3 provides an overview of the findings.
2.4.1 In general
In order to talk about critical success factors and bottlenecks – i.e. those strengths and weaknesses
that most affect an organisation’s success (Law, 2012) - , it is important to define cooperative success
first. Since cooperatives do not aim to be for-profit (Galle, 2010), net profits may not be the most
important measure of success. Rather, these measures depend on the goals of the cooperative. Cook
and Burress (2009) use the term ‘cooperative health’: this refers to the cooperative’s performance in
general, as defined by the cooperative. This allows for a more inclusive definition of performance,
specific to the economic justification of the cooperative. It could include non-financial performance
measures and performance measures that may be difficult to measure at the level of the cooperative
enterprise, because its activities mainly contributed to individual member’s success (ibid., 2009). In
this report, this is narrowed down into the following definition: cooperative ‘success’ is understood
to be the organisation’s achievement of added value and continuity for its members. Here, continuity
implies that the cooperative is capable of fulfilling its activities. This is a qualitative definition; no
concrete measures are defined.
Now, regarding the factors that contribute to or impede this cooperative success, Henehan and
Anderson (2001) emphasize two necessary conditions: there must be a joint recognition of a
common economic problem, and the cooperative should be more efficient in performing the service
collectively than individuals can. Also, the same authors advocate that there are three internal
elements that are essential for the cooperative’s success: 1) having an effective board of directors
and qualified management, 2) having solid financial footing with significant equity investments from
members, and 3) executing effective marketing or purchasing strategies (ibid., 2001). Furthermore,
based on empirical research among a new cooperative wave in the U.S. in the 1990’s, Henehan and
Anderson (2001) identified a very detailed list of factors that contributed to cooperative success, as
well as a list of pitfalls (see table 5). A distinction was made between six phases in the cooperative’s
lifetime in which these respective success factors and bottlenecks occurred. It should be noted that
the factors named in table 5 are both internal and external factors, whereas this research is only
concerned with the internal factors.
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Table 5: success factors and bottlenecks in the process of new cooperative formation (adapted from Henehan &
Anderson, 2001)

Phase
Identifying the
opportunity

Building
consensus

Developing
trust

Securing
member
commitment

Involving other
stakeholders

Starting up

Success factors
Availability of external market reports;
presence of external champions of the
sector; presence of good facilitators to
help group focus on nature of the
problem and opportunities
Intensive support of other cooperatives
in same sector; initial project planning
includes use of premier consulting
resources; projects are market-driven,
starting with demand analysis
Experienced cooperative development
advisors are available and utilized; wellrespected, effective leaders to
champion the project; high degree of
feasibility determined for proposed
cooperative business; experienced
consulting firms are involved with
matching state funds available to fund
feasibility studies
Detailed, quality business plan was
developed as member prospectus; well
planned and executed equity drive;
legally binding membership and
marketing agreements; visionary
members take lead on equity drives
Strong member commitment required
both in equity and product delivery;
well qualified manager hired early in
development phase; lenders who
understood cooperatives; well qualified
attorneys, accountants and
cooperative bank staff involved;
detailed, quality business plan to take
to the bank
Effective execution of business plan;
anticipation of startup challenges (cash
flow, management, construction, etc.);
board with a long term vision; high
level of equity financing; business able
to generate strong earnings

Pitfalls
Lack of agreement on the problem to
be addressed

Cooperative approach not appropriate
for the problem; other options more
viable than a cooperative

Limited understanding of member’s
responsibility; lack of confidence in
leadership; poor feasibility analysis

Unrealistic member expectations;
inability to discipline members not
meeting responsibilities; lack of
member business volume; inadequate
business planning; insufficient member
equity; ineffective pricing policies;
poorly designed governance structure
Underinvest in manager compensation;
low level of equity financing; lack of
strategic plan

Unstable leadership transition; poor
marketing plan; unqualified manager;
ineffective board of directors;
undercapitalized; poor quality of
products/services; weak industry

Although these findings are based on new American marketing cooperatives for farmers, the findings
of Henehan and Anderson (2001) nonetheless offer some valuable insights into factors that
contribute to or impede cooperative success. Several of their findings are also confirmed by other
authors. Allahdadi and Aref (2011) for example name a long list of common problems for
cooperatives, in which several items are similar to the findings in table 5: poor management, lack of
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collaboration culture, lack of cooperatives leaders’ knowledge, dependency of cooperatives on the
government, unclear and inadequate government policies for the sector, lack of capital resources,
inadequate training and education programs, lack of communication and participation among
members, and weak linkages among the activities of the cooperative. Furthermore, Cook and Burress
(2009) point out that over time, once the cooperative is more established, individual members may
experience a divergence of interests. This may pose a serious threat to the viability of the
cooperative, as it may significantly increase collective decision-making costs and lead to fragmented
membership (ibid., 2009). Also, from a historical perspective, De Moor (2013) points out that a
bottleneck for many cooperatives nowadays is their inherent lack of ‘complementary reciprocity’:
since the cooperatives no longer contribute to both economic and social security of their members,
the members are merely in it for one of these goals, which reduces the willingness to invest in each
other and the cooperative. Finally, contrasting with all these bottlenecks, a major success factor for
new cooperative success was named by Lorendahl (1996). He underlines the critical importance of
key persons/activators within the cooperative: “It was found that a small group of people in the
cooperatives (3-6 people) worked harder and more dedicatedly than the others. Acting as 'community
entrepreneurs’, they encouraged other members. Their energy and hard work seems to have been
important above all in the period preceding the establishment of the cooperative and when problems
arose” (Lorendahl, 1996, p. 149).
In sum, although this may seem to be an overload of success factors and bottlenecks, many items can
be grouped under the same heading. After a qualitative ‘factor analysis’ (see Appendix I), the
following summary of factors was made (see table 6). Because the existence of a predictable and
sequential organizational life cycle is frequently debated (Phelps et al., 2007), no further reference to
suggested phases is made.
Table 6: Summarized overview of success factors and bottlenecks for new cooperative success (based on Lorendahl,
1996; Henehan & Anderson, 2001; Cook & Burress, 2009; Allahdadi & Aref, 2011; De Moor, 2013)

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Success factors
Joint recognition of a common economic
problem
Cooperative is more effective than
individuals: economies of scale
Effective leadership and qualified
management
Solid financial footing, member equity
investment
Effective marketing and purchasing
strategies
Use of external advisors
Commitment of members
High quality, feasible business plan

# Bottlenecks
1 Member issues: lack of clarity on rights and
duties, commitment
2 Too little financial means, undercapitalization
3 Management/leadership issues
4 Lack of feasible and adequate business plan
5 Dependency on government or certain
legislation

The success factors and bottlenecks in table 6 are common for all cooperatives, irrespective of their
sector and business model. The sector-specific success factors and bottlenecks for ECs, LRECs and
HCs are outlined in the next section, §2.4.2.
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2.4.2 Success factors and bottlenecks for the three largest sectors
In the following order, the success factors and bottlenecks of ECs, LRECs and HCs are discussed.
ECs
According to de Ondernemerscoöperatie - which is a cooperative of self-employed professionals that
supports new cooperatives in the process of formation - there are several factors that are important
for the successful development of an EC. First, from the perspective of an individual who wishes to
establish a cooperative, de Ondernemerscoöperatie (Griffioen, 2013b) underlines the importance of
having a clear proposition and finding the right partners. Then, once the cooperative is established, it
is of vital importance to have a good business plan, to have properly settled all legal matters, and to
have a shared commitment and willingness to invest in the cooperative and share profits. Other
advises provided by de Ondernemerscoöperatie (ibid., 2013b) are:
1) To ensure the availability of concrete work projects right from the beginning, as this builds
trust, creates focus and gets the cooperative started;
2) To truly work as one: have a shared branding style, shared terms & conditions, etc.;
3) To make good use of the economies of scale of the cooperative, for example through large
scale marketing activities.
Regarding bottlenecks: in an article in het Financieele Dagblad d.d. 07-09-200912, the experiences of
EC Medianerds are reported. The obstacles this EC encountered along the way were legal hurdles,
problems with obtaining funding (banks were reticent because of the limited liability of members),
and problems with attracting more members (potential members were afraid of loss of their own
clientele and did not want to share their revenues).
Because of the limited amount of research on ECs, no additional success factors and bottlenecks
have been found.
LRECs
Much more research and reports are available on LRECs. First, based on the experiences of two of
the most successful Dutch wind energy cooperatives from the late 80s and 90s – Zeeuwind and
Deltawind -, Van Elburg and Budding (2013) state that passion and drive are at the basis of success,
but that a business minded approach is a vital condition in order to realize it. This business minded
approach is reflected in the efficient and professional organizational design of these two
cooperatives, and their continuing focus on their original goal (Van Elburg & Budding, 2013).
Agentschap NL (2010) also confirms the importance of a feasible and sound business plan, providing
clear insight into the cash flows, investments and exploitation costs and benefits. Moreover, member
participation and equity in the cooperative are considered to be important; this lays the basis for a
bankable business case (Van Elburg & Budding, 2013). On the other side of the spectrum, Blokhuis et
al. (2012) focus on another important success factor: the involvement of end users and local actors in
the LREC. According to them, end users should be provided with power and interest in the LREC (e.g.
through membership), and local actors should be able to benefit from the LREC (e.g. through
partnerships with local companies). This is important for two reasons: “firstly, an increased
involvement of local residents and companies leads to a higher acceptance of renewable energy.
12

http://www.medianerds.eu/nl/actueel/n2k-blog/rabobank-zag-niets-in-cooperatie; accessed June 10, 2013
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Secondly, this increased involvement – and thus investment – of local stakeholders will raise the
equity of the LREC” (Blokhuis et al., 2012, p.681). The social value of LRECs may thus strengthen the
business case of the cooperative.
Bottlenecks in the business model and the process of professionalization of LRECs were reported as
well. First, Hielscher, Seyfang and Smith (2013) describe how LRECs often remain small scale and fail
to grow because of a lack of institutional support and long-term funds.
Second, Hielscher et al. (2013) and Schwencke (2012) describe how member interests may
start diverging over time, as Cook and Burress (2009) stated as well: community values may clash
with commercial priorities. The commercial approach however may be more effective in reaching a
larger audience (Hielscher et al., 2013). This is not irrelevant, given the difficult nature of the energy
market, in which consumers are skeptical towards the next new and small market entrant
(Rabobank, 2011). On the other hand, upholding member satisfaction should not be thought of
lightly either: members are important for the continuity of the cooperative.
Third, next to diverging interests over time, more member issues were reported in literature:
it is often difficult for many LRECs to acquire enough members to start and flourish (ibid., 2011), and
membership commitment may reduce when they start feeling like ‘regular’ customers (Van der
Heijden, 2013).
Fourth, the LREC draws heavily on the group of volunteers that have started the initiative.
Often, they have invested a substantial amount of time and sometimes even money in the
cooperative, which is a direct result of the difficult market characteristics (Rabobank, 2011;
Greenwish, 2012). At some point, they want to receive a compensation for this, which is something
not all cooperatives can afford (Van der Heijden, 2013). If affordable, a solution to reduce the time
burden of the cooperative is to put a limited firm as ‘operations division’ under the cooperative; this
way, ownership stays with the members, but operations are executed by professionals in the limited
firm (ibid., 2013).
Furthermore, other bottlenecks for LRECs are a lack of entrepreneurship and business
mindedness of the leaders, the dependency on the government for policies and subsidies, the high
initial costs and long payback period of energy production facilities (Rabobank, 2011), and the
somewhat complex decision making structure of the cooperative (Greenwish, 2012).
Finally, it should be noted that the business model of some type 3 LRECs (see §2.3.3, p.20 of this
report) is inherently self-destructive, if these LRECs have a director/manager that is paid for through
the provisions that the LREC receives from a resale agreement, which is often the case (Van der
Heijden, 2013). After all, this director/manager is likely to use his time for the construction of own
energy production facilities, which will in time render the resale agreement with an external energy
company (e.g. Greenchoice) obsolete. This means that an important source of revenues will
evaporate. However, according to Van der Heijden (2013), these directors are aware of this and they
are looking for ways to diversify the activities of the LREC.
HCs
As described in §2.3.4, there are several types of HCs: cooperatives of care providers, of care users
and of both users and providers. Cooperatives of care providers (individual and institutional) are in
many ways similar to ECs; no additional success factors and bottlenecks were found for this type of
HCs. Also, no specific strengths and weaknesses of joint user- and provider-owned cooperatives were
found. The desk research on care user-owned cooperatives however did result in some findings.
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From the experiences of the renowned cooperative Hoogeloon, the following lessons for success
were learned13:
1) Especially in the first phase, it is essential to listen carefully to the care users;
2) The cooperative is owned by the members: they should have the final say in all decisions;
3) Retain the identity and independence of the cooperative, also financially;
4) There is no blueprint for a cooperative;
5) Cooperation with other parties is important, but only with due consideration of your own
vision;
6) The government or municipality may facilitate the cooperative, e.g. by offering office space,
but they should not want to have decision making power;
7) The government should empower the cooperative when responsibilities are transferred to
the cooperative.
According to Van Opstal (2011), the new user-owned care cooperatives have a very positive image
and strong cooperative identification; this contributes to their success. Two bottlenecks were named
by Van Opstal (2011) as well. First, user-owned cooperatives tend to have difficulties to meet the
demands of all users and their families in the organization and planning of care. This requires a new
model in which a healthy distance is kept between day-to-day participation and overall participation
in the cooperative. Second, there are differences between the financial capacities of members: not
all members have the means to contribute a similar amount of money, but they still use the same
services. Other members would need to compensate for this in order to meet the funding need of
the cooperative. In exchange, these members could be rewarded with some return on investment
(ibid., 2011).

2.4.3 Overview
In this section, research sub question 3 has been elaborated on: Which critical success factors and
bottlenecks are known in literature for the identified types of new cooperatives in the three largest
sectors? A list of success factors and bottlenecks known to be common for cooperatives was made:

-

-

Success factors: joint recognition of a common economic problem; cooperative is more
effective than individuals (economies of scale); effective leadership and qualified
management; solid financial footing and member equity investment; effective marketing and
purchasing strategies; use of external advisors; commitment of members; high quality and
feasible business plan.
Bottlenecks: member issues (lack of clarity on rights and duties, commitment); too little
financial means and undercapitalization; management/leadership issues; lack of feasible and
adequate business plan; dependency on government or certain legislation.

Also, sector-specific success factors and bottlenecks were studied. This resulted in many tips and
tricks, but also some significant strengths and weaknesses inherent to the nature of the cooperative,
especially concerning LRECs and HCs. For LRECs, a good business plan, member participation &
equity, and the involvement of local actors were noted as success factors. Bottlenecks are member
issues (divergence of interest, not enough members, reducing commitment), a long preparation
13

http://www.skipr.nl/blogs/id1421-zorgcooeperatie-doet-solidariteit-herleven-.html, accessed July 4, 2013
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period (both in terms of invested time and money), a difficult market, lack of long-term funding,
dependency on the government, lack of business-minded leadership and lastly the self-destructive
character of the business model of type 3 LRECs. Finally, for HCs, two notable bottlenecks were
described: the difficulties in matching the demands of care users with the possibilities of the care
providers, and the differences in financial capacities of members.

2.5

Conclusion of desk research

In this chapter, a large variety of new cooperatives, their members, services, business models,
success factors and bottlenecks have been described. Although the usage of various sources of
professional literature already provided some insights into empirical reality, more empirical
information is sought after, in order to develop a clear picture of the market. To achieve this goal, an
exploratory empirical research was conducted. In the next chapter, the research methodology for the
empirical research is explained. Then, in chapter 4, the results from the empirical research are
presented and analyzed, followed by conclusions, a discussion and recommendations for the
Rabobank and further research in chapter 5.
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3. METHODOLOGY
In order to answer research sub question 4 (Which types of new cooperatives may be distinguished
within the three largest new cooperative sectors, in terms of types of members, types of services and
their respective business models?) and 5 (What are the critical success factors and bottlenecks of the
identified types of new cooperatives in the three largest sectors?), empirical research was conducted.
Two research methods were deployed: questionnaires and interviews. The methodology for the
questionnaires is elaborated on in section 3.1; the methodology for the interviews in section 3.2.

3.1

Questionnaires

This research has an exploratory character. In order to collect as much information as possible on the
background, business model, success factors and bottlenecks of ECs, LRECs and HCs, next to the
findings from the desk research, three questionnaires were conducted: one for each sector (EC-HCLREC). The questionnaires were sent digitally, by making use of the online software program
Qualtrics. In line with the research agreement with dr. Onno van Bekkum, who provided the access
to the sample, the surveys were sent to 235 new cooperatives in total: 119 ECs, 55 LRECs and 61 HCs.
The different sample sizes between the groups are caused by the smaller populations of LRECs and
HCs. Furthermore, the samples were stratified over five years (2008-2012), based on the years in
which the cooperatives were founded. Only for LRECs, the stratification of the sample over the years
was skewed: 2 (2008), 4 (2009), 5 (2010), 13 (2011) and 31 (2012). There has been a substantial
growth in LRECs since 2011. The questionnaires were addressed to the chairman and/or treasurer of
the cooperative.
Each of the questionnaires consisted of three parts: background information about the cooperative,
questions regarding the business model (distributed over three components: value creation, value
capture, and value network), and finally questions concerning the success factors and bottlenecks in
the process of professionalization. The three questionnaires were largely similar and differed only on
sector-specific items and questions; see Appendices II, III and IV for the three questionnaires. The
content of the questionnaires was based on the operationalization of the findings from the desk
research; the operationalization matrix can be found in §3.3, table 7. Because of the exploratory
character of the research, the questionnaires contained both open and semi-closed questions. Open
questions were used for those topics for which no sensible answer categories could be drawn, either
because of the newness of the topic, or because the desk research did not yield such detailed
insights into that specific item; e.g. questions regarding quantities. Semi-closed questions were used
for those topics that did allow for a more close specification. In all semi-closed questions, the answer
option ‘other, namely…’ was included, because of the exploratory nature of the research. Before
sending them out, the questionnaires have been reviewed extensively by dr. Onno van Bekkum (COOP Champions), Daan Schipper (Rabobank), Servaas van Schijndel (Rabobank) and Philip Boontje
(student TU Delft, who is also conducting a research on LRECs at the Rabobank). One question (Q29)
was added to the LREC questionnaire for the benefit of Philip’s research. The LREC questionnaire has
been pre-tested by an LREC as well; the EC and HC questionnaires have not been pre-tested because
of time limitations. Furthermore, parts of the questionnaires were based on two existing surveys: the
spring 2012 survey of the Deutscher Genossenschafts- und Raiffeissenverband (DGRV, 2012), and the
ongoing REScoop survey (Zomer, 2013). This was especially valuable in the formulation of the
questions.
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The collected data has been analyzed by using the statistical program SPSS. In the analysis of the
data, it became clear that there had been technical issues with some questions, namely the
questions on equity ratio’s, minimal financial member contribution and average annual financial
member contribution. These questions have thus not been processed in the analysis.

3.2

Interviews

Additionally, to complement the data obtained from the questionnaires with more illustrative
information and expert insights, interviews were conducted. Both new cooperatives as well as
cooperative ‘experts’ were interviewed. Two interview protocols were used (see resp. Appendix V
and VI).
Two new cooperatives were interviewed: one LREC (cooperative Zuiderlicht in Amsterdam, founded
in July 2013, interview with one of the initiators: Frank Boon), and one HC (cooperative Austerlitz
Zorgt in Austerlitz, interview with one of the founders: Jan Snijders). Several ECs were contacted, but
unfortunately it was not possible to plan an interview with them. Zuiderlicht and Austerlitz Zorgt
were selected based on the different phases they found themselves in, in order to collect
complementary data: Zuiderlicht is still starting up and was not officially founded at the time of the
interview, whereas Austerlitz Zorgt is established and thriving. Furthermore, three experts in the field
of cooperative formation and success were interviewed: Arjen van Nuland (adjunct-director of the
NCR), Ronald Korpershoek (projectmanager Coöperatief Bankieren at Rabobank Nederland) and
Alfred Griffioen (founder of the Ondernemerscoöperatie). Similar to the interviews with new
cooperatives, these experts were selected based on their mutual complementary experience and
background.
All interviews were transcribed, and sent back to the respondents for a check. For the purpose of
analysis, the transcripts were deductively coded.

3.3

Operationalization

In order to collect empirical data on the business models, success factors and bottlenecks of ECs,
LRECs and HCs, the concepts that have been found in the desk research (chapter 2) have been
operationalized into more concrete items. The operationalization matrix is presented in table 7. The
items that are printed in italics refer to items that are already in the operationalization.
The empirical research is focused on background information, business models, and success factors
and bottlenecks. Regarding the latter, respondents were asked which success factors and bottlenecks
contributed to or impeded their cooperative’s success the most. An effort was made to get an
indication of the actual ‘success’ of the cooperative: items such as financial and non-financial returns
for members, amount of members, and net profits contributed to an educated guess of the added
value and continuity of the cooperative.
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Table 7: Operationalization matrix

TOPIC
Background
information

CONCEPT
Background

Key figures
Business
model

Value creation

Value capture

Value network

Critical
success
factors and
bottlenecks

Success factors

Bottlenecks

Cooperative
success

Added value for
the members
Continuity

ITEM
Location (province), legal entity, why cooperative, year of start,
year of foundation, goal of the cooperative, type of members,
conditions for membership, governance
Amounts of initiators, members at foundation and now, exmembers, board members, FTE, volunteers
Primary activities, secondary activities
LREC survey: energy source, ‘programmaverantwoordelijkheid’,
who are customers, amount of customers, added value for
members
HC survey: who are customers, amount of customers, added
value for members
Revenues, fixed costs, variable costs, net profits, origins of
capital (members/ third parties), financial contribution of
members (minimum and average), financial proposition for
members, equity ratio at foundation and now, total amount of
equity capital
Nature of relationship with members, nature of relationship with
customers
LREC and HC survey: who are competitors, who are partners
Joint recognition of a common economic problem; cooperative is
more effective than individuals: economies of scale; effective
leadership and qualified management; solid financial footing
(member equity investment); effective marketing and purchasing
strategies; usage of external advisors; commitment of members
(member equity investment), high quality and feasible business
plan
Member issues: lack of clarity on rights and duties; member
issues: reducing commitment; too little financial means;
management/leadership issues; lack of feasible and adequate
business plan; dependency on government or certain legislation
LREC survey: clash of community values and ideals with
commercial priorities; very high investment costs and long
payback time; market difficulties: fierce competition, lack of trust
in another energy provider; difficulties in attracting enough
members (amount of members at start)
HC survey: difficulties in matching the demands of care users
with the possibilities of the care providers; differences in
financial capacities of members
Primary and secondary activities, financial and non-financial
returns
Amount of members and progress, amount of customers and
progress, revenues, net profits
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3.4

Validity and reliability

Research validity concerns whether the results of the study accurately reflect the investigated
(Babbie, 2007). Reliability concerns the replicability of the results of the study (‘t Hart et al., 2006).
More specifically, validity can be categorized in construct validity, internal validity and external
validity. Construct validity addresses the validity of the operationalization of the concepts being
studied (ibid., 2006). In this research, most concepts were of such concrete character (e.g. questions
regarding key figures, financial data, etc.) that it is unlikely that construct validity has been
compromised.
Second, internal validity concerns the research logic and quality of the research process
(ibid., 2006). In this research, the internal validity of the questionnaires was increased by partly
basing them on existing surveys, and by discussing them multiple times with colleagues, supervisors
and an expert, to ensure the relevance and validity of the (formulation of the) questions. The internal
validity of the interviews was secured by using an interview protocol, recording the interviews with a
voice recorder, and by making use of ‘member checks’: the transcripts of the interviews were sent
back to the interviewees to allow them to make corrections and additions. Also, in the expert
interviews, the same constructs were discussed with three experts, so as to get multiple views on the
same topic. On the other hand, internal validity has been compromised by some factors as well.
Regarding the questionnaires, it should be noted that only the LREC survey has been pre-tested. The
HC survey was mainly focused on user-owned HCs, not on provider-owned HCs. Furthermore, the
questionnaires were quite long, which may have resulted in respondent weariness and incorrect
answering. Also, there were some technical software issues with certain questions, which has
obstructed a correct answering process; due to this the questions on the financial contribution of
members and the equity ratios are invalid and not included in the remainder of the report. In
general, it should be noted that not too much value should be attached to the absolute financial data
(e.g. revenues), because these questions may not always have been answered truthfully. The internal
validity of the interviews has potentially been comprised because they were conducted by one
person only, being the researcher, instead of a duo.
Third, external validity concerns the extent to which the conclusions of this research can be
generalized to broader theoretical conclusions (ibid., 2006). Since this research project has an
exploratory character, the collected data should also be treated as such. The amounts of
respondents to the questionnaires in each sector (ECs, LRECs and HCs) are limited, as well as the
amount of interviews. It is uncertain to what extent the respondents are valid representations of the
external populations of ECs, LRECs and HCs, since no accurate and detailed information is available
on this. However, especially the external population of LRECs and user-owned HCs is not very large
either, and the samples of respondents are properly stratified over the years of start-up and spread
over locations in the Netherlands. Yet, as stated before, the collected data should only be treated as
exploratory and illustrative insights into the external population.
Finally, for the benefit of reliability, methodological triangulation was used, which is defined
as making use of more than one data collection method to strengthen the verification of constructs
(ibid., 2006). In this research, a desk research, questionnaires and interviews were conducted to
provide insights that are as reliable as possible.
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4. RESULTS
In this chapter, the results of the empirical research are described and analyzed. First, the data
obtained from the questionnaires is described in section 4.1. Second, the illustrative data that was
gathered in the interviews is elaborated on in section 4.2. The analysis of the total empirical research
is made in section 4.3, based upon which research sub question 4 (which types of new cooperatives
may be distinguished within the three largest new cooperative sectors, in terms of types of members,
types of services and their respective business models?) and 5 (what are the critical success factors
and bottlenecks of the identified types of new cooperatives in the three largest sectors?) are
answered.

4.1

From the questionnaires

In total, 58 cooperatives have filled out the questionnaires: 20 ECs, 20 LRECs and 18 HCs. The findings
of each of these groups are described separately, respectively in §4.1.1, §4.1.2 and §4.1.3.
4.1.1 Entrepreneurs cooperatives
In total, 20 ECs have filled out the questionnaire. First, the findings on background information are
presented, then the business model, followed by success factors and bottlenecks.
Background information
Table 8 shows that the majority of the members of the responding ECs are companies or selfemployed professionals in the sector ‘business services’. The sector ‘ICT’ is the second largest group,
followed by a largely equal distribution over the other sectors.
Table 8: Members of ECs

Sector
N = 20
In zakelijke dienstverlening
In de creatieve sector
In de bouw/ architectuur
In ICT
In energie
In diverse expertisegebieden
Anders, namelijk:

Companies
12
4
1
6
2
2
2

Self-employed
professionals (ZZP)
12
4
2
4
3
2
2

Mostly, the legal entities of the individual members of the responding ECs are sole proprietor
businesses (6x). Limited firms are the second largest category (4x). Also, one respondent indicated
that its members are private persons. Finally, the category ‘anders, namelijk’ (9x) contained
combinations of sole proprietor businesses and limited firms (4x), unspecified other combinations
(4x) and one EC in which the current members are all limited firms, but in which officially no
limitations are set considering the legal entity of the members.
Table 9 shows the frequency scores for the years in which the ECs started the preparations for their
initiative, and the years in which the ECs were officially founded and registered. In nine cases, the
year in which preparations were started was also the year in which the cooperative was officially
founded. In 10 cases, the year of foundation was one year later than the unofficial start; in one case,
this even happened two years later (2007-2009).
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Table 9: Years of start-up and official foundation of ECs

All respondents are cooperatives that have chosen for the Year
Start of
Official
option to exclude liability (‘u.a.’). The question why the N=20 preparations foundation
respondents had specifically chosen for a cooperative, 2007
1
instead of another legal entity, resulted in many overlapping 2008
4
responses. Six respondents pointed out that a cooperative 2009
5
6
3
7
has legal benefits compared to a limited firm, VOF or 2010
2011
5
3
maatschap: e.g. ease of creation, ease of entrance and exit of
2
4
members, and limited member liability. One respondent 2012
named the fiscal advantages of a cooperative as well. 2013
Furthermore, there were also six respondents who explained in more general wording that a
cooperative was the best legal entity for the type of cooperation they envisioned. Three respondents
explicitly mentioned that a cooperative allowed them to maintain their individual independence,
whilst reaping the benefits of cooperation. This is illustrated in the following quote: “Met een
coöperatie kunnen we ons wel als 1 gezicht naar de markt profileren, maar onderliggend zijn het
gewoon 6 aparte bedrijven waarin ieder zijn/haar 'eigen broek op dient te houden'. Als 1 van de leden
geen omzet/winst maakt, hoeven de andere leden daar niet voor op te draaien. Het draait in onze
coöperatie om het delen van kennis + netwerk en dus niet om als bedrijf zoveel mogelijk winst te
maken of zo groot mogelijk te worden.” Finally, some other reasons were given: a notary had advised
them to choose for a cooperative; the cooperative is simple and transparent; and the cooperative
enables access to larger assignments for the individual members by being eligible for public tenders.
Also, the respondents were asked to indicate – on a 5-point Likert scale – which of the motivations
for starting a cooperative in table 10 applied to their EC. The mean scores of the answers are given in
table 10; they are ranked in descending order. The highest scoring motivations are: ‘visie: een
ondernemingsvorm waarbij samenwerken centraal staat’, and ‘professionalisering door
samenwerken’. Considerably less important motivations (< 3) are risk management, market power,
image, economies of scale in terms of cheaper procurement prices, and economies of scale in terms
of increased investment opportunities.
Regarding governance, 14 of the 20 ECs worked with the ‘one man, one vote’- principle. Other
options were a distribution of votes based on shares in the cooperative (3x), a distribution of votes
over different groups of members (1x), and “verschillende ledencertificaten met verschillend
stemrecht”(1x).
The requirement for becoming a member of the EC that is most often used (multiple answers could
be given) is selection based on relevant expertise and experience (18x). Some ECs indicated that they
only allowed members from a specific sector (5x), or from a specific geographic area (3x). Three
other answers were given as well: “bereid tot ketensamenwerking”, “bijdragen tot economische
zelfstandigheid van leden en cohesie in de wijk”, and “van toegevoegde waarde zijn voor het geheel”.
Especially the two latter remarks could also be shared under the heading of selection based on
personal and professional characteristics of members.
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Table 10: Motivations for starting an EC

Item
N = 20
Visie: een ondernemingsvorm waarbij samenwerken centraal staat
Professionalisering door samenwerken: kennisopbouw, aanvullende competenties, breder
aanbod kunnen leveren
Juridische en fiscale voordelen van een coöperatie
Samen toegang tot de markt creëren, bijv. met nieuwe producten of diensten
Sociaal doel: samen, lokaal, gemeenschapsbelang
Risicomanagement: risico's verminderen of delen
Marktmacht: meer invloed uitoefenen op de markt
Imago: 'coöperatie' klinkt modern en valt goed in de markt
Economisch doel: goedkoper producten/diensten afnemen
Schaalvoordelen: grotere investeringsmogelijkheden
Other, namely:
Noodzakelijk voor Europese aanbesteding
Een stevig 'gezicht' zijn naar de markt en opdrachtgevers

Mean
4,1
4,0
3,4
3,4
3,3
2,8
2,7
2,6
2,3
2,1
2,2

Finally, table 11 presents the key figures regarding the amount of people involved in the
cooperatives. All items were open questions. In the table, frequencies are given for the various
answers. Also, the averages per item are listed. The findings display that on average, the amount of
members of the ECs between the starting date and to date have increased; however, several
members dropped out as well. The amount of initiators and amount of active board members are
close to each other, although the latter is slightly less. Most ECs have no FTEs on the payroll; they are
rather run by member efforts or voluntary input.
Table 11: Key figures of ECs

Item
# Members at start
Frequency
# Members 1-5-13
Frequency
# Drop-out
members
Frequency
# Initiators
Frequency
# Active board
members 1-5-13
Frequency
# FTE 1-5-13
Frequency
# Volunteers 1-5-13
Frequency

Answers
0
2
1x
9x
2
3
9x
1x
0
1

3
1x
4
2x
2

4
4x
5
1x
3

6
1x
6
1x
4

8
1x
7
2x
-

9
1x
8
2x
-

12
1x
10
1x
-

Mean N

12x
1
3x
1

2x
2
7x
2

2x
3
3x
3

1x
4
6x
4

1x
-

-

-

1x
0
14x
0
14x

13x
1
1x
1
1x

4x
2
2x
2
1x

1x
4
1x
3
1x

6
1x
8
1x

9
1x

-

3,8

19

4,2

19

-

0,7

18

2,6

19

-

2,3

19

0,3

19

1,2

19
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Business model
As described before, the definition of a business model that is used in this research consists of three
building blocks: value creation, value capture and value network. Regarding value creation,
respondents were asked to indicate which primary and secondary activities applied to their
cooperative; multiple answers were allowed. Table 12 shows the frequency scores for the listed
primary and secondary activities of the cooperative, ranked in descending order. The cooperatives
are thus mainly used for shared acquisition of assignments, and shared execution of these
assignments. The most often named secondary activities of the cooperative are building networks
and lobbying, as well as shared administration. Also, other activities were added by the respondents:
additional primary activities are “kennisdelen”, “kansarme mensen in een uitkeringssituatie helpen
naar economische zelfstandigheid” and “vergroten van elkaars professionaliteit, leren van elkaar,
ervaringen kunnen uitwisselen”; whereas additional secundary activities are “huur kantoren,
automatisering”, “mobiliseren van de talenten die latent in de wijk aanwezig zijn” and “geen
secundaire activiteiten”.
Table 12: Primary and secondary activities of ECs

Primary activities
N = 19
Gezamenlijke acquisitie van opdrachten
Gezamenlijke uitvoering van opdrachten
Het creëren van marktbare
producten/concepten
Gezamenlijke marketing
Gezamenlijke administratie
Gezamenlijke verzekeringen
Gezamenlijke inkoop van materialen
Gezamenlijke opleidingen
Anders, namelijk:

F

Secondary activities
N = 18
15 Netwerken opbouwen, lobbyen
11 Administratie
9 Technologische ondersteuning: intranet,
apps, website, etc.
8 Opleiden en bijscholen van leden
7 Marketing
6 Opbouwen van juridische en/of fiscale
kennis
6 Anders, namelijk:
4
3

F
14
13
8
7
6
5
3

Concerning the second building block of the EC business model – value capture – various financial
aspects were included in the questionnaire: revenues, net profits, relative fixed and variable costs,
the sources of funding, total amount of invested equity, and the amount of revenues that individual
members generate through the cooperative.
Table 13 specifies the revenues and net profits the ECs generated in 2012. The findings show that
only five ECs manage to make a profit, whereas fifteen ECs reported a certain amount of revenues.
Because of the large and remarkable differences between revenues and profits, the reliability of
these findings are questionable.
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Table 13: Revenues and net profits per responding EC

EC

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Revenues
Net
profit

225.000

307.000

250.00
0
0

15.20
0
-325

-

3.000

-

900.000
0
15.000

-

1015

900.00
0
0

4.000

0

100.00
0
0

EC

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Revenues
Net
profit

100.000

22.622

-

200.00
0
165

11.00
0
0

-

-3.000

180.00
0
-

-

-

235.00
0
-35.000

13.00
0
10.40
0

-

-

-

-

Furthermore, respondents were asked to indicate what their relative amounts of various types of
fixed and variable costs are. This resulted in the findings in table 14. The most substantial type of
fixed costs are personnel costs; for variable costs, the largest sum is spent on fees and payments to
members. Other fixed costs that were named are “toezicht AFM: 100%”, “exploitatiekosten: 72%”,
“kantoor en automatisering: 25%”, “ICT: 20%”,
“accountant: 15%”, “marketing: 5%”,
“ondersteuning: 2%”, and “aanloop-/startkosten éénmalig: 1%”. Other variable costs that were
named are “verzekeringen: 70%”, “verkoop, promotie en algemene kosten: 26%”, “algemene kosten:
7%”, “telefoon, administratie, etc.: 5%”, “sponsorkosten: 2%”, “kantoorkosten: 2%” and
“kantoorkosten: 1%”.
Table 14: Relative fixed and variable costs of ECs

Fixed costs
N = 13
Salarissen

Range

Mean

0 – 94%

15,0%

Huisvesting

0–
48,6%
0 – 10%
0 – 10%

10,6%

Variable costs
N = 13
Fees, uitbetalingen aan
leden
Marketing

0,9%
1,0%

(leden-) bijeenkomsten
Afnemen diensten

Rente
Afschrijvingen

Range

Mean

0 – 96%

28,8%

0–
27,4%
0 – 40%
0 – 15%

4,7%
4,7%
4,5%

Regarding the funding of the cooperative, the respondents were asked to indicate which sources of
member funding and funding by third parties they used. Table 15 shows the frequencies for both
questions. Member funding is most of all provided through membership dues, followed by
investments in unpaid hours. Interestingly, many respondents indicated that no funding by third
parties is provided (13x) or even by the EC’s own members (4x). There was only one EC that received
funding by third parties, both through subsidies (1x) and capital donations (1x). Finally, two
respondents checked the box ‘other, namely’ concerning funding by members: their explanations
were “financieringsverplichting van 1 lid in ruil voor omzetrecht” and “ledenkapitaal”.
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Table 15: Sources of EC funding

Funding by members
N = 15
Contributie
Inbreng van onbetaalde uren (sweat
equity)
Geen financiering door leden
Achtergestelde leningen van derden
Anders, namelijk:
Aandelen

F
12
6
4
2
2
-

Funding by third parties
N = 14
Geen financiering door derden
Giften, in kapitaal

13
1

Subsidies
Leningen van banken
Crowdfunding
Giften, in natura
Kapitaal uit publieke fondsen
Kapitaal uit private fondsen
Anders, namelijk:

1
-

The total amount of equity that is invested in the cooperative
ranges from 0 to 75.000 euros; most ECs have invested 010.000 euros (7x) (see table 16).
On average, the members of the ECs generate 56,5% of their
individual revenues through the cooperative. For this question,
answers ranged from 0% to 100%. Three respondents reported that
100% of their individual revenues originate from the EC.

F

Table 16: Total invested equity in
ECs

Item
N = 15
0-10.000
10.000-25.000
25.000-75.000
75.000-250.000
250.000-1.000.000
>1.000.000
Niet van toepassing

F
7
3
2
3

The final building block of the business model is the value network
of the cooperative. In the EC questionnaire, two questions were
asked on this topic: the nature of the EC’s relationship with its
members, and the nature of the relationship with the customers of the cooperative. Table 17
presents the frequency scores on these questions. The findings display a clear difference between
the two: whereas the ECs consider their member relationships to be on the more intensive end of
the scale, the bulk of frequencies regarding the nature of customer relationships is on the other end
of the scale. Members are mostly seen as partners, whereas customers are rather seen as long-term
connections.
Table 17: Member and customer relationships of ECs

Members
N = 15
Het gaat om een éénmalige transactie,
verder geen verbinding
De relatie is gericht op de langere termijn,
meerdere transacties
Beide partijen voelen zich aan elkaar
verbonden en dragen dit uit
Er is sprake van actief partnerschap,
waarbij de leden actief betrokken zijn bij
de coöperatie
Anders, namelijk:

F
8
9
13

-

Customers
N = 14
Het gaat om een éénmalige transactie,
verder geen verbinding
De relatie is gericht op de langere termijn,
meerdere transacties
Beide partijen voelen zich aan elkaar
verbonden en dragen dit uit
Er is sprake van actief partnerschap,
waarbij de klanten/afnemers actief
betrokken zijn bij de coöperatie
Anders, namelijk:

F
1
11
7
6

1
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Success factors and bottlenecks
Finally, the empirical research addressed the process of professional development of the
cooperatives. Their critical success factors and bottlenecks were specifically of interest. The ECs were
asked to indicate which of the success factors and bottlenecks derived from the desk research
contributed most to their success or were most difficult. 100 points could be distributed over the
factors. This results in the findings presented in respectively tables 18 and 19.
Concerning success factors (see table 18), the most important success factor judging by mean scores
is member commitment. Several factors are considered to be almost equally important: operational
excellence, effective leadership and qualified management, a high quality and feasible business plan,
joint recognition of a common economic problem, economies of scale, and solid financial footing. In
the category ‘other, namely’, the importance of having a shared vision and (professional) network
was emphasized by two respondents. Furthermore, the respondents were asked to elaborate on the
success factor they rated highest; their comments are shared in the bottom half of table 18. Item 1,
member commitment, was rated highest most often. From the comments, it becomes clear that
commitment is asked in terms of personal input; sharing information, knowledge and networks; and
teamwork. This contributes to the EC’s position in the market.
Table 18: Success factors for ECs

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
#
1

3
2
5

Item
N = 15
De leden zijn zeer betrokken bij de coöperatie
De coöperatie voert haar taken effectief uit
De coöperatie wordt aangestuurd door deskundige leiders en bestuur
De coöperatie heeft een goed doordacht en haalbaar business plan
Er is sprake van een gezamenlijk probleem, dat de coöperatie probeert op te lossen
De coöperatie is in staat om schaalvoordelen te creëren voor haar leden
Er is een solide financiële basis
Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van externe adviseurs en/of partners
Anders, namelijk:
Why was this factor the most critical for success?
Het is ontstaan uit een collegiaal samenwerkingsverband. Persoonlijke betrokkenheid is
sleutel bij ons.
Samenwerken is zeer belangrijk voor het succes van de coöperatie.
Onze coöperatie draait op kennisinbreng van de leden en de bereidheid tot delen van
informatie/netwerk/kennis.
Samenwerking met collega’s is van groot belang.
Hoge participatiegraad, inzet en activiteit van de leden door hoge betrokkenheid (intern
doel) en naar de markt toe een stevige uitvoeringspartner in de regio.
Bestuurders zijn de kartrekkers!
Zonder leiding met visie en daadkracht kunnen geen goede resultaten worden bereikt.
Wij werken in een zeer specifiek werkveld waarbij het goed uitvoeren onze enige reclame
is.
Gezamenlijk zijn we sterk in waar wij individueel zwak in zijn

Mean
38,0
15,3
12,3
11,3
10,0
10,0
9,3
5,3
5,3
F
8x

3x
1x
1x
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The topic ‘bottlenecks’ was researched in a similar fashion. Table 19 presents the results. Judging by
mean score, the most critical bottlenecks were actually ones in the category ‘other, namely’: illness
of members, lack of work because of the economic crisis, and diverging member attitudes and
opinions. More extensive explanations of these bottlenecks are provided in the bottom half of the
table, along with other comments. Two other bottlenecks for ECs with a relatively high mean score
are member issues – in terms of a lack of clarity on rights and duties - and a lack of a feasible and
adequate business plan. The topics ‘members’ and ‘business plan’ are thus both amongst the more
prominent success factors and bottlenecks. Also, two respondents explicitly indicated that they had
not experienced any bottlenecks.
Table 19: Bottlenecks for ECs

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
#
1

3
5

2,
4
4

Item
N = 15
Anders, namelijk:
Problemen met leden: onduidelijkheid over rechten en plichten
Gebrek aan een goed doordacht en haalbaar business plan
Problemen met leden: verminderde betrokkenheid
Afhankelijkheid van de overheid, wetgeving, en/of beleid
Te weinig financiële middelen
Gebrek aan goed bestuur of leiderschap
Why was this factor the most critical bottleneck?
Ziekte van leden: we zijn een klein bedrijf, indien iemand wegvalt heeft dat grote
gevolgen.
Geen opdrachten door crisis/recessie!
Initieel te opportunistische houding van betrokkenen vooral gericht op eigen belang: het
bestuur was initieel weinig bekend met de werking van sociaal maatschappelijke
organisaties en individueel betrokken personen. Het inzicht dat men veelal werkt voor de
eigen agenda ipv voor de gezamenlijke sociaal maatschappelijke agenda kwam pas na 1
jaar. Toen moest hard en daadkrachtig worden ingegrepen om de zaken om te buigen.
Verschil over te bewerken markt, PR ed.: in het begin van de samenwerking is het zoeken
naar de juiste afstemming, leren kennen van elkaar, elkaars expertise en belangen.
Verschillen en overeenkomsten komen steeds duidelijker naar voren en ook hoe je daar in
de samenwerking positief gebruik van kunt maken. Ook heeft niet altijd iedereen even
veel tijd om in de coöperatie te steken, bijv. door eigen drukte, privéomstandigheden e.d.
Het is lastig een gezamenlijke visie te formuleren.
Het zoeken naar waar je samen het beste in bent en hoe dat te vermarkten kost tijd.
Beleidsverandering heeft te weeg gebracht dat klanten geen subsidie meer kunnen
aanvragen.
Wetgeving kan beklemmend werken.
Als consultants zit iedereen bij verschillende klanten; samenwerken is dan lastig
Tijd

Mean
18,3
14,3
12,7
10,3
10,0
5,3
0,7
F
4x

2x
2x

1x
1x

The respondents were also asked to describe the tipping points(s) in the development of their EC, if
any. Three ECs stated that they had none. Two ECs named a negative tipping point: “slechte
betalende klanten, acquisitie” and “markt is niet heel gunstig voor accountants”. More positive
tipping points are related to finding the right (entrepreneurial) members and management. In order
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to enable growth, it was explicitly named that finding enough members to do the work is important,
and finding the right market opportunities and entries; one EC illustrated this by stating that “de
uitnodiging om mee te doen aan een Europese aanbesteding” was a tipping point. Finally, two other
comments were “vertrouwen in het concept door successen te behalen”, and “het inzicht dat er voor
de langere termijn naar economische zelfstandigheid van het coöperatief gezocht moest worden”.
Lastly, the respondents were asked what kind of support they need or needed. Two ECs explicitly
named they required funding; in one case because of an unexpected stop of subsidies from the
municipality. Other support desired by the ECs is advice on the legal entity, on the ways of organizing
the cooperative, administrative support, legal advice, fiscal advice, networks, support with
acquisition and marketing, office management and temporary additional capacity when the
cooperative has too many assignments. In general, one could say that the ECs appreciate support in
many aspects of the set-up and management of their cooperative, both in terms of advice as well as
actual execution.
4.1.2 Local renewable energy cooperatives
In total, 20 LRECs have filled out the questionnaire. First, the findings on background information are
presented, then the business model, followed by success factors and bottlenecks.
Background information
Table 20 shows that the majority of the members of the LRECs are private persons and
companies/entrepreneurs (multiple answers were possible). The two ‘other, namely’ answers stated
that the members are mixed.
Table 20: Members of LRECs

Item
N = 20
Particulieren
Bedrijven en/of ondernemers
Agrariërs
Sociale organisaties (non-profit organisaties, stichtingen, etc.)
Publieke instanties, gemeentes, provincies
Anders, namelijk ….
Table 21 shows the frequency scores for the
years in which the LRECs started the
preparations for their initiative, and the years
in which the LRECs were officially founded and
registered. The majority of LRECs was founded
last year, in 2012. In eight cases, the year in
which preparations were started was also the
year in which the cooperative was officially
founded. In 10 cases, the year of foundation
was one year later than the unofficial start; in
one case, this even happened two years later
(2010-2012).

Frequency
17
18
8
8
7
2

Table 21: Years of start-up and official foundation
of LRECs

Year
N = 20
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Start of
preparations
0
2
0
3
8
7
0

Official
foundation
0
0
2
1
1
15
1
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All responding LRECs have chosen for the option to exclude liability (‘u.a.’). The question why the
respondents had specifically chosen for a cooperative, instead of another legal entity, resulted in
various (elaborate) responses. The most often named motive (14x) is that the cooperative is “voor en
door leden”; the cooperative idea of working together and governing together appealed to many
LRECs. The sustainable and societal function of a cooperative, being not-for-profit, was named three
times; the possibility to work together in a business-like fashion was also named three times. Other
reasons were of legal nature (exclusion of liability, the possibility to establish other legal entities
connected to the cooperative, and flexibility in membership) or fiscal nature (“beste aansluiting bij de
door ons gewenste fiscale structuur”). One respondent named that there were many thriving
cooperatives in their environment. Finally, one LREC added that “de coöperatie biedt de beste
mogelijkheden om de gehele keten te laten profiteren van de positieve resultaten”.
Also, the respondents were asked to indicate – on a 5-point Likert scale – which of the
motivations for starting a cooperative in table 20 applied to their LREC. The mean scores of the
answers are given in table 22; they are ranked in descending order. The highest scoring motivations
are: ‘sociaal doel’ – which is in line with the motivations described above - and ‘ecologisch doel’ –
which may be strongly related to the nature of the business (renewable energy). The more
commercial motivations (i.e. economies of scale, market power, risk management, and financial
advantages) were ranked lowest, but still higher than 3. Other motives that were named are “goed
rentmeesterschap”, “mogelijkheden subsidietrajecten”, “zelf willen doen: teleurstelling in overheid,
banken en bedrijfsleven”, “lokale windmolen, lokale energie!”, “zelfbestuur energievoorziening” and
“lokaal, duurzaam en onafhankelijk nastreven is ook gewoon leuk en tegelijkertijd serieus”. These
motives are thus mostly oriented towards local, self-controlled energy production.
Table 22: Motivations for starting an LREC

Item
N = 20
Sociaal doel: samen, lokaal, gemeenschapsbelang
Ecologisch doel: schone, duurzame energiebronnen gebruiken
Professionalisering door samenwerken: samen sterker dan alleen, kennisopbouw
Samen toegang tot de markt creëren, bijv. met nieuwe producten/diensten
Schaalvoordelen: grotere investeringsmogelijkheden
Marktmacht: meer invloed uitoefenen op de markt
Risicomanagement: risico’s verminderen of delen
Economisch doel: financieel voordeel
Anders, namelijk …

Mean
4,2
4,2
3,9
3,8
3,6
3,6
3,2
3,1
2,8

Regarding governance, 17 of the 20 LRECs worked with the ‘one man, one vote’-principle. Other
options were a distribution of votes over different groups of members (1x) or based on usage of the
services of the cooperative (1x). One LREC stated that they currently used ‘one man, one vote’, but
they were still working out their final approach.
Regarding the conditions for membership, two requirements were most common:
geographical limitations (10x) and obligatory membership when a person becomes a customer of the
cooperative (9x). Six LRECs had no limitations whatsoever, two LRECs had set limitations on the type
of members (private persons, companies, etc.). Three LRECs voted ‘other, namely’: “lid worden
betekent klant worden van Greenchoice waarmee wij samenwerken”, “minimaal 1 aandeel € 200 en
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daarmee zeggenschap op de ALV” and “nieuwe generatie coöperatie, wordt nog met de leden
uitgezocht wat beste vorm is”.
Finally, table 23 presents the key figures regarding the amount of people involved in the LRECs.
Except for the first two questions on the amount of members, all questions in this topic were closed
questions with answer categories. In the table, frequencies are given for the various answer
categories. For the first two questions, categories were drawn based on the results. A considerable
growth in members between the start of the cooperative and d.d. May 1, 2013 can be noted. The
largest starting LRECs respectively had 200 and 550 members; the largest LRECs d.d. May 1, 2013
currently have 230, 290, 300 and 5200 members. Drop-out members are limited: all LRECs had 0-10
drop-out members since the start of the cooperative. Also, most LRECs started with a small group of
initiators (0-5, 11x), currently have 3-5 active board members (13x) and a varying amount of
volunteers. Most LRECs have not yet employed FTEs (14x).
Table 23: Key figures of LRECs

Item
# Members at start
Frequency
# Members 1-5-13
Frequency
# Initiators
Frequency
# Active board members 1-5-13
Frequency
# FTE 1-5-13
Frequency
# Volunteers 1-5-13
Frequency

Answers
0
4x
<10
3x
0-5
11x
1-2
2x
0
14x
0-5
5x

N
1-3
6x
25-50
6x
6-10
6x
3-5
13x
0-0.5
2x
6-10
4x

5-10
6x
51-100
2x
11-15
3x
6-10
5x
0.6-0.9
0x
11-15
7x

14-15
2x
100-200
5x
16-25

>200
2x
>200
4x
>26

20
20
20

>10
20
1-2
3x
16-25
3x

>2
1x
>26
1x

20
20

Business model
In order to investigate how LRECs create value, they were asked to indicate which primary and
secondary activities were applicable to their cooperative. Table 24 shows the frequency scores for
the listed primary and secondary activities, ranked in descending order; multiple answers were
allowed. Most of the LRECs are active in providing energy through a resale agreement, advisory
activities concerning energy saving, or the production of renewable energy with own facilities. The
LRECs are active in averagely four primary activities. Merely two cooperatives are active in only one
activity; one founded in 2012, the other in 2013. These activities are “houtige biomassa in- en
verkopen uit landschapsonderhoud” and the installation of solar panels, insulation materials etc.
Additionally, answers provided in the category ‘other, namely’ are “allerlei zaken die een bijdrage
leveren aan de verduurzaming van de economie: van auto's, tot VVV-duurzame fietstocht, wassen
zonder water, schoonmaakspullen, etc.” and “We zijn een belangenorganisatie die producten en
diensten ontwikkelt met aanbieders en de leden hierover adviseert”. Regarding secondary activities,
the LRECs are mostly engaged in networking and lobbying (17x), member administration (17x) and
marketing (14x). Here, activities that were named in the category ‘other, namely’ concerned
partnering with other cooperatives – in one LREC even in ‘regiocontracten’ of the Province – or “alles
dat nodig is voor een complete bedrijfsvoering”.
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The LRECs were asked whether they also have customers, next to members. This is the case for only
five of the 20 responding LRECs; these customers are private companies (4x), private individuals (3x),
public organizations (3x) and unspecified other non-members (1x). The amounts of external nonmember customers are fairly limited: the five have 0-20 (2x), 51-100 (2x) and >400 (1300, 1x)
customers.
Table 24: Primary and secondary activities of LRECs

Primary activities
N = 20
Leveren van ingekochte duurzame energie
aan afnemers
Advisering van leden of derden over
energiebesparende maatregelen
Zelf energie produceren met eigen faciliteiten
Service aan leden, bijv. met kennis en
informatie
Gezamenlijke inkoop van zonnepanelen,
isolatiematerialen, etc.
Installatie van zonnepanelen,
isolatiematerialen, etc. bij afnemers
Deelnemen in andere lokale (sociaalmaatschappelijke) initiatieven
Anders, namelijk ….
Afnemen van energie van lokale bronnen en
leveren hiervan

F
14

Secondary activities
N = 19
Netwerken opbouwen, lobbyen

17

14

Ledenadministratie

17

12
10

Marketing
Opbouwen van juridische en/of fiscale
kennis
Facturering van geleverde energie

14
9

Technologische ondersteuning: apps,
website
Anders, namelijk …

6

Opleiden en bijscholen van
personeel/vrijwilligers

2

10
9
8
5

F

6

4

5

In the cases where LRECs actually deliver energy, this energy is delivered to members only (9x), both
members and non-members (5x), energy suppliers or traders (2x) and other options (3x): “algemeen
belang”, “de klant” and “eerst alleen bij de leden zelf”. The renewable energy source that is used
most is solar power/photo-voltaics (14x), wind energy (7x), bio mass (7x), hydropower (1x) and other
options (4x): undecided yet (3x) or energy savings through LED lighting (1x). Only one of the
responding LRECs also has a license for the production, transport and delivery of energy, so-called
‘programmaverantwoordelijkheid’.
To finish the section on value creation, the LRECs were asked what the added value of membership
may be (table 25). It can be said that the added value for members is most of all created through
intangible returns: ownership and say, contribution to a higher purpose and knowledge were ticked
more often than goods, services and financial returns. Other answers that were given: “mogelijkheid
om deel te nemen aan collectieve projecten en daarmee voordeel halen”, “voordelen van collectieve
inkoop en kanalisering van subsidie” and “de coöperatie is een gemeenschapscoöperatie. Het gaat
om een vitale leefomgeving naast het individuele belang”.
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Table 25: Added value of membership of LRECs

Item
N = 19
De leden zijn mede-eigenaar van de coöperatie en ontvangen dus zeggenschap
De leden dragen bij aan 'hoger doel' door lid te worden van de coöperatie
De leden ontvangen kennis
De leden ontvangen diensten
De leden ontvangen rendement op hun deelname
Anders, namelijk …
De leden ontvangen goederen

Frequency
17
15
14
13
5
4
2

The second component of an LREC business model is value capture. The LRECs were asked how they
generate earnings from their daily activities and services described above. Seven LRECs only have one
source of income, varying from margins on the price of delivered goods and services (4x), provisions
from the energy supplier, e.g. Greenchoice (2x) to provisions from suppliers of materials, e.g.
insulation material and solar panels (1x). Twelve LRECs have multiple revenue streams: provisions
from suppliers of materials (8x), provisions from the energy supplier (7x), contributions and
investments of members/third parties (7x), margins on the price of delivered goods and services (5x)
and other options (5x): “POP ondersteuning uit EU, goed voor komende 2,5 jaar”, “kleine bijdragen
gemeente en financiering regiocontract provincie”, “ontwikkeling van Duurzame Energie projecten”,
“projecten” and “NMDA wordt betaald, collectieve voordeel gaat in een investeringsfonds en wordt
gebruikt als hefboom voor financieringen”. NMDA refers to the ‘Niet-Meer-Dan-Anders-beginsel’,
which is the price for heating, instead of gas or electricity14. Table 26 specifies the revenues and net
profits the LRECs generated from these revenue streams in 2012. The response marked with an
asterisk (*) requires clarification: profits including reservations were €13.300, but excluding
reservations €2.300. Apart from some remarkable results (no revenues, nonetheless profits: 2x), the
findings show that only three LRECs manage to make a profit, whereas five LRECs noted 0 or loss.
Table 26: Revenues and net profits per responding LREC

LREC
Revenues
Net profit
LREC
Revenues
Net profit

1
0
2.737
11
4.000
Loss

2
160.000
130.000
12
350.000
2.300*

3
0
0
13
-

4
14
25.000
0

5
2.500
0
15
200.000
-

6
0
0
16
4.000
- 840

7
15.000
0
17
0

8
0
0
18
0
0

9
0
1.900
19
0
-

10
5.000
3.000
20
-

Furthermore, respondents were asked to indicate what their relative amounts of various types of
fixed and variable costs are. These findings are presented in table 24. For both types of costs, the
largest relative amount is spent on other options, namely:
-

Fixed costs: administration, marketing, website, overhead (5x), “no costs” (4x),
“aanloopkosten” (2x), “verzekeringen” (1x) and “inzet studenten” (1x).
Variable costs: “no costs” (2x), “kantoorartikelen e.d.” (1x), “automatisering e.d.” (1x),
“telefoon” (1x), “inzet studenten” (1x) and “uren voor opzet activiteiten” (1x).

14

http://www.essent.nl/content/particulier/producten/warmte/warmtetarieven/prijsopbouw.html , accessed
July 24, 2013
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Other large sums are personnel and marketing costs (see table 27).
Table 27: Relative fixed and variable costs of LRECs

Fixed costs
N = 18
Anders, namelijk
Salarissen/vergoedingen
Afschrijvingen
Huisvesting
Rente

Range

Mean

0 – 100%
0 – 100%
0 – 50%
0 – 10%
0 – 3%

61,6%
28,6%
5,9%
2,2%
1,7%

Variable costs
N = 18
Anders, namelijk
Marketing
Afnemen diensten
(leden-) Bijeenkomsten

Range

Mean

0 – 100%
0 - 80%
0 – 85%
0 – 100%

35,9%
26,9%
21,3%
15,8%

Regarding the funding of the cooperative, the respondents were asked to indicate which sources of
member funding and funding by third parties they used. Table 28 shows the frequencies for both
questions. Member funding is most of all provided through membership dues, followed by
investments in unpaid hours and shares. Other options that were named regarding member funding
are certificates (1x) and participations (1x). Funding by third parties is mostly provided through gifts:
subsidies (9x), donations in capital (4x) or in kind (4x). Four LRECs receive no external funding.
Additional options and remarks that were made: “gift Rabobank”, “inkomsten uit activiteiten”, “in
ontwikkeling, zonnestroommaatschap, collectieve verhuur”, and “wordt nu aan gewerkt om kapitaal
van derden te verwerven. Alle vormen zijn mogelijk. Wij zijn zonder lening of subsidie begonnen”.
The total amount of equity that is invested in the cooperatives ranges from €0-10.000 (8x),
€10.000-25.000 (5x), €25.000-75.000 (2x) and > €1.000.000 (1x). Two LRECs ticked ‘not applicable’.
When it comes to the financial returns for the members of the cooperatives, most LRECs do not
provide any financial returns (yet) to their members (11x). Dividends are paid by eight LRECs; price
discounts are given by three LRECs; and interest is paid by two LRECs. Other options that were
named are “investering in het dorp” (1x) and “op coöperatie niveau wordt er niet uitgekeerd. Op
ontwikkelbedrijfniveau: dividend en rente/aflossing”. Three cooperatives provide multiple financial
returns to their members: dividends & price discounts (1x), dividends, price discounts & interest (1x),
and price discounts & interest (1x). Only one LREC gave an indication of the height of this annual
financial return: “op de ALV besloten; circa 5%”. The other LRECs either did not answer the question
(12x) or stated that this was not known yet (7x).
Table 28: Sources of funding of LRECs

Funding by members
N = 18
Contributie
Door vrijwilligerswerk (zogeheten ‘sweat
equity’)
Aandelen
Anders, namelijk …
Achtergestelde leningen van leden
Geen financiering door leden

F
11

Funding by third parties
N = 18
Subsidies

F
9

9

Geen financiering door derden

4

8
5
3
1

Giften, in kapitaal
Giften, in natura
Anders, namelijk…
Crowdfunding
Kapitaal uit publieke fondsen
Leningen van banken
Kapitaal uit private fondsen
Garantie-instrumenten van de overheid

4
4
4
3
3
2
1
1
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The last component of the business model is the value network of the LREC; the relationships with
members and customers (if any) were studied, as well as the presence of competitors and partners.
Table 29 presents the results of the nature of the relationships with members and customers.
Comparable to ECs, the LRECs consider their member relationships to be on the more intensive end
of the scale, whereas the greater part of frequencies regarding the nature of customer relationships
is on the other end of the scale. Members are mostly seen as ambassadors/partners, whereas
customers are rather seen as long-term connections. Regarding member relationships, one LREC
explains: “Leden zijn vooral om ideologische motieven lid. Echter enkelen ook wel om economische
redenen. Circa een derde is ook actief als vrijwilligers. Er zijn echter ook vrijwilligers die geen lid
zijn...”.
Table 29: Member and customer relationships of LRECs

Members
N = 18
Het gaat om een éénmalige transactie,
verder geen verbinding
De relatie is gericht op de langere termijn,
meerdere transacties
Beide partijen voelen zich aan elkaar
verbonden en dragen dit uit
Er is sprake van actief partnerschap,
waarbij de leden actief betrokken zijn bij
de coöperatie
Anders, namelijk:

F
2
7
11
6

2

Customers
N = 18
Het gaat om een éénmalige transactie,
verder geen verbinding
De relatie is gericht op de langere termijn,
meerdere transacties
Beide partijen voelen zich aan elkaar
verbonden en dragen dit uit
Er is sprake van actief partnerschap,
waarbij de klanten/afnemers actief
betrokken zijn bij de coöperatie
Niet van toepassing
Anders, namelijk:

F
6
7
5
2

6
0

When it comes to competitors, 14 LRECs state that other energy companies are competitors,
whereas four LRECs name other energy cooperatives as competitors. Other answers that were given:
“handelaren in groene stromen”, “leveranciers van zonnepanelen”, “veel kleine bedrijfjes die PV
aanbieden”, “de lokale overheid”, “lokale initiatief groepen”, or “geen concurrenten”. Finally, the
LRECs were asked which parties they have a (formalized) partnership with. All LRECs had at least one
partner, averagely 3,5 partners. These partners are: energy suppliers (10x), public organizations such
as the government (10x), business service providers (10x), third parties in the PV-industry (9x), other
LRECs (8x), housing corporations (7x), banks (7x), social organizations (1x) and crowdfunders (1x).
One respondent remarked that “partnership is niet het juiste woord voor de meeste relaties”;
another respondent added that there were many more partners, e.g. local entrepreneurs, local
schools, local farmers, etc.
Success factors and bottlenecks
The last part of the questionnaire addressed the process of professional development of the LRECs.
Table 30 shows the results of the enquiry into success factors. The success factor member
commitment was rated highest on average, followed by having a high quality and feasible business
plan. The items that were most frequently rated highest are the business plan (10x), member
commitment (6x) and the existence of a common problem that is solved by the cooperative (6x).
Explanations for why these and other factors are so important according to the LRECs are provided in
the bottom half of table 30.
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Table 30: Success factors for LRECs

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
#
2

1

5
2,
4
7

Item
N = 18
De leden zijn zeer betrokken bij de coöperatie
De coöperatie heeft een goed doordacht en haalbaar business plan
De coöperatie wordt aangestuurd door deskundige leiders en bestuur
De coöperatie is in staat om schaalvoordelen te creëren voor haar leden
Er is sprake van een gezamenlijk probleem, dat de coöperatie probeert op te lossen
De coöperatie voert haar taken (bijv. inkoop, ledenwerving, etc.) effectief uit
Er is een solide financiële basis
Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van externe adviseurs en/of partners, zoals consultants,
banken, etc.
Anders, namelijk….
Why was this factor the most critical for success?
Goede voorbereiding is van groot belang voor succes.
Alleen door breed lokaal draagvlak te organiseren is een rendabele business case te
realiseren.
Als er geen goed concreet plan is, is het onmogelijk om participanten te werven en
betrokkenheid te krijgen.
Bij een start is een goed doordacht businessplan met de goede mensen van groot belang.
Businesscase o.b.v. de artikelen elektriciteit en gas is niet realistisch, de schaal is te klein
voor deze commodity markt. Eemstroom is het loket voor de regio en verwerft positie als
duurzaamheidsloket. Allerlei artikelen rondom duurzaamheid kan je vinden bij
Eemstroom. 'Dat is het idee'.
Zonder betrokkenheid geen coöperatie.
Alle evenementen en projecten die lopen waardoor we zichtbaar zijn geworden zijn
uiteindelijk gerealiseerd door een groep enthousiaste vrijwilligers
Mensen met ervaring in coöperatie en dit is een bewezen constructie.
Ondanks de problemen met energielevering (faillissement Trianel) hebben de leden grote
steun verleend aan het in stand houden van coöperatie.
Gezamenlijke visie werkt inspirerend en motiverend en maakt dat mensen lid worden van
de coöperatie.
Juist het halen van schaalvoordelen met daarnaast een kundige advisering is voor de
leden aantrekkelijk. Energie is complexe materie en er is veel onduidelijkheid en
'gerommel' in de markt.
De POP-gelden lossen het kip-ei probleem op. Eerst georganiseerd raken, dan
energieprojecten doen. Nu hebben we geen duur lidmaatschap nodig of een eerste
winstproject.

Mean
23,9
18,4
13,1
11,7
11,1
8,3
7,5
4,7
1,4
F
10x

6x

6x
1x

2x

Likewise, the topic ‘bottlenecks’ was researched in a similar fashion. Table 31 presents the results.
Judging by mean score, the most critical bottlenecks were dependency on the government, having
too little financial means, and other factors: “juridische en fiscale zaken”, “drukke agenda’s van
vrijwilligers”, “hoeveelheid te besteden tijd” and “faillissement energieprovider Trianel”. The items
that were most frequently rated highest are the same factors: dependency on the government (6x)
and too little financial means (6x). Explanations for why these and other factors are so difficult
according to the LRECs are provided in the bottom half of table 31.
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Table 31: Bottlenecks for LRECs

#

Item
N = 18
1 Afhankelijkheid van de overheid, wetgeving, en/of beleid
2 Te weinig financiële middelen
3 Anders, namelijk…
4 Moeilijkheden met het werven van voldoende leden
5 Moeilijke markt met felle concurrentie en weinig consumentenvertrouwen richting
nieuwe (kleine) speler op de energiemarkt
6 Problemen met leden: verminderde betrokkenheid
7 Spanningen tussen de oorspronkelijke, idealistische waarden van de coöperatie vs. de
commerciële prioriteiten
8 Hoge initiële investeringskosten, en lange terugverdientijd
9 Gebrek aan goed bestuur of leiderschap
10 Gebrek aan een goed doordacht en haalbaar business plan
11 Problemen met leden: onduidelijkheid over rechten en plichten
# Why was this factor the most critical bottleneck?
1 Onduidelijkheid, wijzigingen in beleid en regelgeving voorkomt dat levering binnen eigen
gemeente met eigen middelen (zonnepanelen bijvoorbeeld) financieel interessant is.
Nederlandse overheid is onbetrouwbaar, de weg kwijt van rijk t/m gemeenten, laks en
met handen en voeten gebonden aan (o.a. fossiele) lobby. Juist in deze periode van
transitie is er een ruime rol voor een faciliterende overheid. Dat vergt echter een nieuwe
werkwijze en enige visie.
Decentrale energie vraagt een totaal andere wetgeving, die nog stamt uit het centrale
tijdperk. CO2 (ETS) is veel te goedkoop en daardoor is duurzame energie nu afhankelijk
van subsidies (eigenlijk is fossiel dus nu gesubsidieerd). Het CO2 probleem heeft
daarnaast geen prioriteit nog bij de overheid, noch bij de bedrijven (incl. banken), noch
bij de particulieren.
2 Verkrijgen financiering hedendaags lastig.
Goede communicatie is redelijk kostbaar en je kunt niet alles op vrijwilligersbasis doen.
We hebben gekozen voor een professionele aanpak maar de kosten zijn daaraan
inherent.
Het is lastig om de juiste wegen te vinden om financiering te krijgen en de juiste expertise
daarin. Ook al heb je een goed business plan, alle opleidingen en juiste mensen aan
boord. Het verschilt wellicht per provincie.
Het opstarten van een coöperatie vraagt minsten 2000 uur van professionals, als deze
niet kunnen worden betaald, gaat het proces van kwartiermaking te traag.
4 Het is moeilijk mensen te overtuigen van het nut van duurzaamheid.
Het onverwachte faillissement van Trianel was een grote tegenslag, ledenwerving ligt al
meer dan 6 maanden stil.
Het is lastig om de potentiele leden de noodzaak en waarde van de coöperatie duidelijk
te maken.
7 Problemen met de RvC over controle.

Av.
18,7
16,9
16,1
10,9
8,9
6,9
6,7
6,7
4,2
3,2
1,4
F
6x

6x

3x

2x

When asked what the tipping points were in the formation and growth of the LREC, the respondents
named factors such as having the right leaders, with enough time and a business minded approach;
being patient and having a high level of perseverance to slowly build commitment and support;
receiving subsidies; having volunteers who have enough time and work well together; and acquiring
enough members. With regard to the latter, one LREC explains that acquiring private individuals as
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members was very difficult, which is why they changed their focus towards companies: “daarom zijn
we een strategische alliantie aangegaan met een coöperatie van bedrijven; hierdoor kunnen we
voldoende kapitaal aantrekken en draagvlak bij het gemeentebestuur creëren”. Another LREC
underlines that a tipping point in their cooperative is to translate a prosperous start into growth and
value creation.
Finally, the LRECs indicated they desired several sorts of help and support: technical knowledge,
knowledge of the energy market, expertise regarding member acquisition, legal advice, networks,
publicity and generic organizational advice. Three LRECs explicitly named financial advice; one LREC
asked for start-up capital to cover the initial costs of the cooperative. Two LRECs indicated that the
available time of the people involved is too limited. Finally, one cooperative asked for help in the
formulation of the business plan.
4.1.3 Health care cooperatives
In total, 18 HCs have filled out the questionnaire. First, the findings on background information are
presented, then the business model, followed by success factors and bottlenecks.
Background information
Regarding the members of the cooperatives, a distinction can be made between HCs of care users,
care providers, or multi-stakeholder cooperatives (see §2.3.4, p. 21). Of the responding HCs, 12 HCs
are cooperatives of care providers (6 institutional, 6 individual), four HCs are cooperatives of care
users, and two cooperatives are multi-stakeholder. These multi-stakeholder cooperatives consist of
care users and individual care providers in the case of the Prinses Máxima Centrum voor
Kinderoncologie (NKOC), and care users, care providers (both institutions and individual), care
insurance companies, social organizations and public institutions in the case of We Helpen. Because
these three groups of HCs are quite different, the findings for each of these groups are reported
separately here. For convenience, they are referred to as Group A (care providers), Group B (care
users) and Group C (multi-stakeholder).
The legal entities of the individual members of Group A HCs are very diverse, but mostly sole
proprietors (4x) and ‘maatschappen’ (2x). The legal entities of the members of Group B cooperatives
are all the same: private persons (4x). Finally, in Group C, the members of the two cooperatives
range from an association and foundation (1x) to municipalities, foundations, cooperatives and
limited firms (1x).
Table 32 shows the frequency scores for the years in which the HCs started the preparations for their
initiative, and the years in which the HCs were officially founded and registered. One cooperative in
Group A was started its initiative in 1999 and was officially founded in 2000. Although this implies
strictly speaking that this cooperative is outside the scope of the research, it is nonetheless included,
because of the exploratory character of the research. Most cooperatives in Group A have spent one
year between the start of preparations and the official foundation of the cooperative (7x). Two HCs
were founded in the same year as the unofficial start, two HCs took two years to be officially
registered. One HC in Group A even needed four years (2008-2012). In Group B, the user-owned
cooperatives, three HCs needed one year, whereas one HC was founded in the same year as the
unofficial start. Finally, in Group C, both HCs were founded one year after they started their initiative.
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Table 32: Years of start-up and official foundation of HCs

Year
Start of
Official
All 18 HCs have chosen for the option to exclude
N = 18
preparations
foundation
member liability (‘u.a.’). When asked why the
A
B
C
A
B
C
responding cooperatives had specifically chosen
2008
3
1
1
2009
4
1
2
1
1
for a cooperative, most HCs in Group A stated that
2010
3
3
1
a cooperative suited the way they wanted to
2011
1
1
4
organize their partnership: together, with a say for
2012
1
1
2
2
1
every member, in which all commit to and invest in
the common cooperative. Also, two HCs explained that this allowed them to maintain the
independence of their individual business, whilst reaping the benefits of cooperation (lower costs,
shared overhead). Two HCs chose for a cooperative because their lawyer (1x) or notary (1x) advised
them to. One HC in Group A made a purely financial choice: “Een kostenmaatschap zou zinvoller zijn
geweest, achteraf, maar die rechtsvorm bestaat niet. Er waren investeringen noodzakelijk en op deze
manier konden we de coöp laten lenen van de individuele leden”. In Group B, all HCs chose for a
cooperative because of the ‘for and by’ members character, the notion of cooperation,
representation of interest and the equal say of members. Two HCs pointed out that the cooperative
allows them to exclude member liability. Finally, in Group C, both HCs underlined that a cooperative
is apt for organizing member commitment and say: “vanwege de hoge mate van betrokkenheid en
toewijding van de initiatiefnemers en hun uitgesproken wens om de doelstellingen en uitgangspunten
stevig te borgen” and “het is een mooie manier om maatschappelijke initiatieven op te zetten,
waarbij de leden mede eigenaar worden van de organisatie en daarmee ook mede verantwoordelijk
voor het welslagen”.
Also, the respondents were asked to indicate – on a 5-point Likert scale – which of the motivations
for starting a cooperative in table 33 applies to their HC. The three highest mean scores of each
group are printed in bold. Two motivations that were rated very high by each of the groups are
‘sociaal doel’ and ‘professionalisering door samenwerken’. The answers that were given by Group B
in the category ‘anders, namelijk’ are mostly related to changing the quality and/or organization of
care: “mensen langer in het dorp laten wonen”, “betere kwaliteit zorg en solidariteit in het dorp”, and
“inspelen op veranderingen in de zorg voor met name ouderen”. Consistently low scoring motivations
are ‘fiscale voordelen’ and ‘risicomanagement’.
Table 33: Motivations for starting an HC

Item
N = 18
Economisch doel: goedkoper producten/diensten afnemen
Sociaal doel: samen, lokaal, gemeenschapsbelang
Marktmacht: meer invloed uitoefenen op de markt
Schaalvoordelen: grotere investeringsmogelijkheden
Professionalisering door samenwerken: samen sterker dan alleen
Fiscale voordelen
Risicomanagement: risico’s verminderen of delen
Toegang tot de markt creëren, bijv. met nieuwe producten/diensten
Anders, namelijk

Mean A

Mean B

Mean C

2,50
3,92
3,58
2,50
4,50
1,75
2,33
3,25
2,00

3,25
4,50
3,00
1,25
3,50
1,25
2,00
3,25
4,00

3,50
5,00
3,00
4,00
5,00
2,00
3,00
3,00
0,00
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Regarding governance, nine of the 12 HCs in Group A used the ‘one man, one vote’-principle. Three
HCs in Group A wielded another system: one fte is one vote (1x), proportional to size of the individual
member business (1x) and proportional to usage of the services of the HC (1x). In Group B, the userowned cooperatives, three HCs used the ‘one man, one vote’-principle, one HC organized voting
proportional to shares in the cooperative. Finally, in Group C, two different systems were used:
“voorkeursstemmen voor ouders en kinderoncologen”, and “naar rato aantal natuurlijke personen in
de achterban verdeeld in 3 groepen”.
When it comes to who may become a member of the cooperative, a large variety of answers was
given across and within groups. In Group A, geographical restrictions (6x), restrictions on the type of
members (6x) and selection based on relevant experience and expertise (6x) are common. Additional
criteria that were noted are quality requirements (2x), having a business of a certain size (1x) and
membership of a certain regional association (1x). In Group B, one HC answered that everybody is
allowed to become a member; the other three HCs have set requirements such as geographical
constraints (3x), obligatory membership for people using the services of the cooperative (2x) and
limitations as to the type of members (e.g. only care users) (1x). In Group C, the multi-stakeholder
HCs, once again two different requirements are exercised: “investeringsbereidheid en commitment
aan doelstellingen kinderoncologie” and “instanties met natuurlijke personen in hun achterban”.
The final questions concerning background information of the HCs addressed key figures of the
amount of people involved in the HCs. Table 34 shows the key figures of Group A. Most HCs start
with averagely 41,75 members, which has increased to averagely 59,67 members now. Although
almost all HCs in Group A experienced some drop-outs, only few members drop out: 1,92 on average.
The HCs are often started by 7,33 initiators; currently, the HCs are run by 4,67 board members on
average. The majority of HCs in this group employs a very limited amount of FTEs (mean: 1,1), with
one outlier of 104 FTE. Finally, limited amounts of volunteers are active in the cooperatives. Three
HCs provided some additional explanation here, stating that volunteers are “alle bestuursleden en
leden zelf”, or “enkele leden, verder geen vrijwilligers”, or “niet in getal uit te drukken, in het
werkveld”. Since Group B and C are relatively small, their key figures are not presented in table 34,
but rather provided here.
-

-

The HCs in Group B started with 6 (being the board, 1x), 25 (1x) and 50 (2x) members, but
currently have 70, 100, 251 and 321 members. In three HCs, no members purposely left the
cooperative, except for one HC: 35 members dropped out. The HCs were initiated by 3, 5, 6
or 9 persons, and are currently run by 3 (1x) and 6 (3x) active board members. Two HCs have
employed no FTEs, whereas the other two indicate that they respectively have 0,5 and 14
FTE in a freelance contract or seconded at the cooperative. The user-owned cooperatives
rely heavily on volunteers: they have 28, 30 or 47 volunteers, or: “feitelijk iedereen, echter
ca. 50% op een of meerdere terreinen actief”.
In Group C, HC NKOC started with three member organizations, whereas it currently has two
members: one has dropped out. HC We Helpen started with five members and currently has
17; none left the cooperative in the meantime. The NKOC was initiated by 10 people and is
now run by 3 board members; it has 0 FTE on the payroll and 10 active volunteers. We
Helpen was initiated by eight organizations and is now run by 8 board members; it has 1,8
FTE on the payroll and no active volunteers.
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Table 34 Key figures of HCs in Group A

Item
# Members at start
Frequency
# Members 1-5-13
Frequency
# Drop-out members
Frequency
# Initiators
Frequency
# Active board members 1-513
Frequency
# FTE 1-5-13
Frequency
# Volunteers 1-5-13
Frequency

Answers
<10
10-30
2x
4x
<10
10-30
1x
4x
0
1
3x
3x
1-3
4-5
3x
4x
1-3
4-5

31-60
4x
31-60
3x
2
1x
6-10
3x
6-10

>61
2x
>61
4x
3
3x
>11
2x
>11

4x
0
5x
0
4x

3x
2,1
1x
8-10
2x

0x
3,6
1x
20
1x

5x
0,1-1
3x
1
2x

4
1x

4,4
1x
Other
3x

5
1x

104
1x

Mean

Total

41,75

12

59,67

12

1,92

12

7,33

12

4,67

12

1,1

12

4,4

12

Business model
Regarding value creation of the HCs, table 35 presents the primary and secondary activities of the
three groups of HCs. Most HCs in Group A indicate that they are jointly organized cooperatives of
care providers (9x); options that were named in the category ‘other, namely’ are “opleiden”,
“aanbieden van kwalteitssysteem en trainingen” and “zorginkoop en declaratieverkeer”. The HCs in
Group B on the other hand are mostly active in services for care users (3x) and advisory activities
(3x). The alternative options that were named here are exchanging knowledge and experiences (1x)
and moderating between supply and demand of care (1x). Lastly, in Group C, HC NKOC provides
services for care users, builds/administers physical facilities, and takes the lead in child cancer care
and research. HC We Helpen on the other hand moderates between care demand and supply
through an online platform.
The secondary activities that take place in the provider-owned cooperatives (Group A) mostly
concern networking and lobbying (11x), whereas in the user-owned cooperatives in Group B, the
cooperatives’ supportive activities mostly encompass administration (4x). One HC in Group B
underlines that the cooperative is very active in communication. Once again, the multi-stakeholder
HCs in Group C yield deviating results: HC NKOC notes that “alle uitvoerende en ondersteunende
taken zijn ondergebracht in een BV, 100% dochter van de Coöperatie”, whereas HC We Helpen is
active in all secondary activities that were listed.
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Table 35: Primary and secondary activities of HCs

Primary activities
N=
Dienstverlening voor
zorgvragers
Bouwen of beheren van fysieke
faciliteiten
Uitbaten van een zorgboerderij
Gezamenlijke organisatie van
zorgaanbieders
Advisering van leden of derden
over zorg-gerelateerde
onderwerpen
Deelnemen in andere lokale
(sociaal-maatschappelijke)
initiatieven
Anders, namelijk ….

A
12
2x

B
4
3x

C Secondary activities
2 N=
1x
Administratie

A
12
7x

B
4
4x

C
2
1x

-

1x

1x

6x

-

1x

-

-

-

-

-

1x

9x

-

-

6x

-

1x

4x

3x

-

-

2x

1x

1x

2x

-

11x

3x

1x

3x

2x

2x Anders, namelijk …

-

-

1x

Marketing
Opbouwen van juridische
en/of fiscale kennis
Opleiden en bijscholen van
personeel/vrijwilligers
Technologische
ondersteuning
Netwerken opbouwen,
lobbyen

The beneficiaries of these services of Group A cooperatives are only members in six cases, and also
external customers in the same amount of cases. These customers are private individuals (2x),
private companies (3x) and other care providers (1x). In Group B, all HCs do not have customers next
to members: you have to be a member of the cooperative to use its services. In Group C, HC NKOC
also does not have other customers, but HC We Helpen does: “de gebruikers van de website mogen
gratis gebruikmaken van het platform. De leden voorzien in de doorontwikkeling en slaging”.
The final question that was asked in order to study value creation by the HCs, addressed the added
value of membership for the members of the cooperatives. The seven HCs in Group A that answered
this question returned quite uniform answers: members receive knowledge (5x), they are part-owner
and thus have a say (5x), they contribute to a ‘greater goal’ (5x) and receive services (4x). In Group B,
three HCs answered this question, with similar answers to Group A: members are part-owner and
thus have a say (3x), they contribute to a ‘greater goal’ (3x), they receive services (2x) and knowledge
(2x). One HC remarked that the added value also is: “de leden voeren eigen regie over zorg,
veiligheid, wonen”. Lastly, in Group C, HC NKOC pointed out the added value for members in
receiving knowledge and having a say. HC We Helpen saw added value in all items named above.
None of the HCs thus provided added value through the other options that were given: delivering
goods, or paying financial returns.
The second component of the business model is ‘value capture’. The HCs were asked how they
generate earnings from their daily activities and services described above. Six of the 12 HCs in Group
A only have one revenue stream: funding by members (4x), an allowance of the insurance company
(1x) or ‘integrale budgetfinanciering’ (1x); the latter probably in a slightly different manner than the
definition found in the desk research (see §2.3.4, p. 23). The remaining six HCs all have multiple
revenue streams: payments of customers (5x), member funding (4x), allowances of the insurance
company (4x) and subsidies (2x). In Group B, a different pattern came to the fore: only one HC works
with ‘integrale budgetfinanciering’ and receives payments from customers. Two HCs are run on
member funding, subsidies and gifts; and one HC has no revenue streams at all: it merely facilitates
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activities. Lastly, in Group C, HC We Helpen is driven by member funding, whereas HC NKOC has
multiple revenue streams: “vrijwillige bijdragen en leningen van fondsen en donateurs en bij
realisatie van het Centrum tevens de door NZa vastgestelde behandeltarieven”.
The annual revenue that was generated by these revenue streams in 2012 varies greatly, as
well as the net profits. Per responding HC, these results are presented in table 36. Group A
cooperatives are no. 1-12, Group B cooperatives are no. 12-16 and Group C 17-18. The results in the
table vary greatly and have little external validity, but nonetheless do provide some illustrations of
the revenues and profits in the sector. The responses of HC 18 (We Helpen) are marked with an
asterisk (*), because no figures were given by this respondent, but an explanation: “De omzet komt
vanuit de leden die de begroting gezamenlijk dragen. De coöperatie heeft geen winstoogmerk. De
website is gratis voor de gebruikers”.
Table 36: Revenues and net profits per responding HC

HC
Revenues
Net profit
HC
Revenues
Net profit

1
120.000
3.000
10
20.000.000
-

2
0
0
11
-

3
9.700.000
12
0
-

4
0
13
0
0

5
3.000
14
18.000
9.000

6
100.000
0
15
0
-

7
16
38.165
1.000

8
25.000
6.000
17
0
0

9
22.000
18
*
*

Furthermore, respondents were asked to indicate what their relative amounts of various types of
fixed and variable costs are. The mean scores per group are presented in table 37. The most
substantial types of fixed costs are salaries/allowances, and other fixed costs: “algemeen en kantoor
en inkoop”, “inkoop diensten”, “computerkosten; kantoorkosten; telefoonkosten; kosten website;
kosten advies en onderzoek” and “aanloopkosten”. The most substantial variable costs are also other
costs: “dagbesteding”, “website”, “ledenwerving” and again “aanloopkosten”. Although the
respondents have mixed up fixed and variable costs, the general tendency across groups is that most
costs of the cooperative are related to personnel costs and back office activities/supplies.
Table 37: Relative fixed and variable costs of HCs

Fixed costs
N=
Huisvesting
Salarissen/
vergoedingen
Rente
Afschrijvingen
Anders, namelijk

A
6
2,5%
55,2%

B
4
4%
44,0%

C
2
0%
20,0%

0%
0,8%
41,5%

0%
21,3%
30,7%

1,5%
10,0%
68,5%

Variable costs
Marketing
(leden-)
Bijeenkomsten
Afnemen diensten
Anders, namelijk

A
6
24,2%
23,0%

B
4
23,0%
27,0%

C
2
20,0%
0%

4,2%
48,7%

22,0%
28,0%

2,5%
77,5%

Next to the revenues and costs described above, the HCs were also asked what the sources of their
funding are. These findings are reported in table 38. For Group A and B, member funding is more
common than funding by third parties. The most frequently used source of member funding in
provider-owned cooperatives is ‘contributie’; both the user-owned and the multi-stakeholder HCs
have access to more diverse sources of member funding. In general, funding by third parties is often
of charitable nature (donations and subsidies). The option ‘anders, namelijk’ was ticked by one
member of Group A, who explains that third party funding also occurs through “dienstenafname”.
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Table 38: Sources of funding of HCs

Funding by members
N=
Geen financiering door leden
Contributie
Aandelen
Achtergestelde leningen
Inbreng van onbetaalde uren
Leden betalen een bijdrage bij
deelname aan een activiteit
Anders, namelijk

A
6
5x
1x
1x

B
3
2x
1x
1x
2x

C
2
1x
1x
1x
1x

Funding by third parties
N=
Geen financiering door derden
Leningen van banken
Crowdfunding
Giften, in kapitaal
Giften, in natura

A
6
2x
1x

B
3
1x
2x
1x

C
2
1x
1x
1x
1x

-

1x

-

Subsidies

2x

2x

-

-

-

-

Kapitaal uit publieke fondsen
Kapitaal uit private fondsen
Anders, namelijk

1x

1x
-

-

Table 39: Total invested equity in HCs

The total amount of equity that has been invested in the
cooperatives so far is displayed in table 39. There is a
Item
A
B
C
large variation across and within the groups.
N=
6
3
2
0-10.000
2x
The final question that was asked concerning the value
10.000-25.000
1x
capture component of the business model, was 25.000-75.000
1x
2x
whether and in what ways the members of the HCs 75.000-250.000
1x
received financial returns. Of the six provider-owned 250.000-1.000.000
1x
cooperatives that answered this question, five indicated >1.000.000
1x
1x
1x
that no financial returns were paid. The sixth HC in Niet van toepassing
Group A pays both interest and provides discounts, but only when the member leaves the
cooperative. In Group B and C, all five responding HCs do not pay any financial returns to their
members.
The third and last component of the business model is the value network in which the cooperative
operates. These results are displayed in table 40. In Group A, a clear difference between the
relationships with members versus customers can be observed: members are regarded as partners,
whereas customers are long-term connections. Such a pattern does not explicitly come to the fore in
Group B and C. Additionally, regarding customer relationships, HC NKOC (Group C) remarks: “Voor
kinderen met kanker en hun ouders/famillie geldt: alleen de beste zorg en het beste onderzoek zijn
goed genoeg”.
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Table 40: Member and customer relationships of HCs

Members
N=
Het gaat om een éénmalige
transactie, verder geen verbinding

A
6
1x

B
3
-

C
2
-

De relatie is gericht op de langere
termijn, meerdere transacties

1x

2x

1x

Beide partijen voelen zich aan
elkaar verbonden en dragen dit
uit
Er is sprake van actief
partnerschap, waarbij de leden
actief betrokken zijn bij de
coöperatie
Anders, namelijk:

3x

2x

2x

5x

2x

2x

-

1x

-

Customers
N=
Het gaat om een éénmalige
transactie, verder geen
verbinding
De relatie is gericht op de
langere termijn, meerdere
transacties
Beide partijen voelen zich aan
elkaar verbonden en dragen dit
uit
Er is sprake van actief
partnerschap, waarbij de
klanten/afnemers actief
betrokken zijn bij de coöperatie
Niet van toepassing
Anders, namelijk:

A
6
-

B
3
-

C
2
-

4x

1x

1x

2x

1x

1x

1x

1x

-

-

2x
1x

1x

Concerning competitors, 4/6 HCs in Group A denote that other care providers are competitors; 2/6
HCs in this group state that they have none. One HC in Group B points out institutional care providers
as competition; one other HC in this group states that they have none. Likewise in Group C: one HC
regards similar organizations to be competitors, the other HC has none.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, partnerships of Group A cooperatives are made with
other cooperatives in the care sector (3x), care insurance companies (3x) and business service
companies (3x). HCs in Group B have partnered with a diversity of organizations: care providers,
public institutions, housing corporations, banks, insurance companies and business service providers.
Lastly, HC We Helpen in Group C works with “samenwerkingspartners op het gebied van techniek en
implementatie”; HC NKOC works with many partners but only via their ‘uitvoeringsorganisatie’, which
is a limited firm.
Success factors and bottlenecks
Finally, the HCs were questioned about their process of professional development, in terms of
factors that contributed to their current standing, factors that hindered this, and the tipping points in
the entire process.
First, the results regarding success factors are presented in table 41. For all three groups, the strong
commitment of members is (one of ) the most important success factors. In Group B, the user-owned
cooperatives, the notion that the cooperative solves a shared problem of the members is the most
dominant success factor. Explanations as to why these factors were so important are given in the
bottom half of the table. It is interesting to see the diverse explanations for success factor 3: two HCs
look upon this from a business-minded perspective (costs, efficiency, market power), two other HCs
state that solving a shared problem is necessary to keep members/volunteers committed, and two
other HCs point out that an urgent shared problem (discontent with current care system, economic &
demographic developments) has been solved by the cooperative, which justifies their existence.
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Table 41: Success factors of HCs

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
#
1

3

Item
A
B
C
N=
6
3
2
De leden zijn zeer betrokken bij de coöperatie
29,2 26,7 32,5
De coöperatie heeft een goed doordacht en haalbaar business plan
5,8
6,7 17,5
Er is sprake van een gezamenlijk probleem
26,7 50,0 20,0
De coöperatie is in staat om schaalvoordelen te creëren voor haar leden
8,3
7,5
De coöperatie wordt aangestuurd door deskundige leiders en bestuur
14,2 6,7
5,0
Er is een solide financiële basis
1,7
3,3
5,0
De coöperatie voert haar taken effectief uit
5,8
3,3
7,5
Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van externe adviseurs en/of partners
8,3
3,3
5,0
Anders, namelijk
Why was this factor the most critical for success?
Group
Goede onderlinge band en betrokken op het doel.
A
De periode voor oprichting was zeer hectisch en onzeker, wij zijn hier alleen doorheen
A
gekomen door de zeer betrokken leden.
Optimalisering in de verloskundige zorg heeft meer kans van slagen door een
A
gezamenlijke aanpak.
Selectieve zorginkoop door zorgverzekeraars zo eerlijk mogelijk verdelen.
A
Alleen door een gezamenlijk probleem aan te pakken en op te lossen zijn de betrokken
A
leden te motiveren om lid te blijven.
Hierdoor gedragenheid en betrokkenheid en aanbod vrijwilligers.
B
Er is een verandering gewenst van een zorgstelsel naar een systeem ten dienste van
B
individu en diens gezondheid.
Er zijn economische en demografische ontwikkelingen die hier een belangrijke rol
B
spelen.

Second, the results of the critical bottlenecks are reported in table 42. In Group A, a decreasing
commitment of members was named as the most difficult bottleneck. In Group B, other bottlenecks
were pointed out: “blokkades traditionele partijen” and “gemiddelde leeftijd is 75 jaar, meer
vraagbehoefte zal groeien, organiseren van modern nabuurschap”. In all groups, the dependency on
the government and/or legislation is considered to be a critical bottleneck. Furthermore, another
bottleneck was indicated by HC We Helpen in Group C: “nieuwe manier van organiseren vergt veel
uitleg en mentaliteitsshift bij de gebruikers: verandering bij mensen in het online organiseren om
eigen regie en zelfredzaam te worden is een shift in de samenleving die langzaam gaat en enkele
jaren nodig heeft voordat het alledaags goed wordt”.
Explanations as to why these factors were so difficult are given in the bottom half of the
table. The HCs that have difficulties with dependency on the government explain that this is caused
by changes in legislation, uncertainty, or discrepancies between expectations and reality. One HC in
Group B elaborated on the various bottlenecks they encounter: “We werken met vrijwilligheid in alle
opzichten. We kunnen geen personeel betalen en zijn dan ook zeer afhankelijk van hardwerkende
bestuursleden en actieve leden. Knelpunt 1: continuïteit; knelpunt 2: samenwerking en onderlinge
hulp; en knelpunt 3: hulp samen met professionele zorgverleners.”
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Table 42: Bottlenecks of HCs

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
#
2

3

6

Item
A
B
C
N=
6
3
2
Problemen met leden: onduidelijkheid over rechten en plichten
6,7
3,3
5,0
Problemen met leden: verminderde betrokkenheid
30,0 10,0
Gebrek aan een goed doordacht en haalbaar business plan
10,0
2,5
Gebrek aan goed bestuur of leiderschap
0,8
2,5
Te weinig financiële middelen
22,5 10,0 22,5
Afhankelijkheid van de overheid, wetgeving en/of beleid
28,3 36,7 35,0
De zorgvragers en/of betrokkenen stellen hoge eisen, waardoor het
10,0
lastig is om de zorg te organiseren
Minder daadkrachtige groepen leden vereisen prijsdifferentiatie
1,7
7,5
Anders, namelijk
40,0 15,0
Why was this factor the most critical for success?
Group
Het is niet voor iedereen even gemakkelijk om buiten de grenzen van de eigen praktijk
A
te kijken.
Meeste leden wachten af wat het bestuur voor ze regelt.
A
Het aanbieden van trainingen was een belangrijke pijler, dit blijkt niet te werken door
A
verschil in behoefte, dit ontstaat doordat er een groot verschil is tussen starters en
ervaren ondernemers.
Onbetrouwbare overheid.
A
Door veranderde wetgeving is het bestaansrecht van zorggroepen ondermijnd.
A
Regelgeving van de overheid.
B
Onze eigen "sense of urgency" wordt met de mond door instanties mee beleden, maar
C
in de praktijk van ambtelijke en politieke molens niet waargemaakt.

When asked what the tipping points in the formation and development of the cooperative were, two
HCs in Group A pointed out a negative tipping point, after which a downward trend started:
“kantelpunt naar krimp is het wijzingen van wetgeving: opheffen DBC's” and “moment van wegvallen
van de integrale bekostiging”. These tipping points affected the core of their business model. All
other HCs in Group A named various positive tipping points, that have resulted in stability and/or
prosperity: starting to operate, acquiring structural funding, cooperating with another party and
hence achieving national coverage, and lastly the commitment of the first members. The HCs in
Group B and C named only positive tipping points: “laten zien dat het werkt”, “mond tot mond
ledenwerving, een actief bestuur en actieve kaderleden, waardoor mensen elkaar leren kennen en
activiteiten steeds meer groeiden en financieel gezond”, “zeer sterk gevoelde gezamenlijke drijfveer
om kinderen met kanker meer, sneller en beter genezing te bieden” and “kracht van de leden in de
coöperatie, noodzaak voor een online platform ter ondersteuning van de burger, introduceren van
credits om hulpruil te organiseren”. These tipping points of the HCs in Group B and C clearly speak of
member commitment and drive, combined with working for a relevant, urgent and compelling cause.
Solid financial footing, supportive systems and a feasible business model then enable the success.
Lastly, when asked what kind of support the HCs needed, HCs in Group A mostly pointed out broad
organizational advice – e.g. structure, legal matters, financial aspects - , Group B asked for advice on
legislation and financial support, and office space in the local Rabobank office; whereas one HC in
Group C desired local implementation partners, marketing and ICT support.
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4.2

From the interviews

Five people have been interviewed: three experts in cooperative formation and success, and two
new cooperatives. The findings from the first are described in §4.2.1, the latter in §4.2.2.
4.2.1 Expert insights
The interviews with the experts addressed two topics: critical success factors and bottlenecks; where
possible specified to specific sectors (EC/LREC/HC).
Critical success factors
According to the first interviewee, Arjen van Nuland, the most important factor that contributes to –
or is necessary for – the success and prosperity of all cooperatives is that the cooperative creates
added value for its (potential) members: it has to offer something that solves a problem or is more
efficient than existing services/goods. After all, putting up and maintaining a cooperative requires
effort, time and money, which should be worthwhile. Also, the relationship that a member has with
the cooperative is key; if a member experiences ownership of the cooperative, this strengthens
his/her commitment and involvement. For ECs, having a common interest and certain extent of
interdependency contributes to success; this mutual dependency on the cooperative translates into
the willingness to invest in the cooperative. For LRECs, a critical success factor is the ability of the
cooperative to be and stay valuable for both idealistic and commercially/pragmatically driven
(potential) members. After all, in order to achieve the ambitious goals of LRECs, a certain scale is
necessary. This scale can only be achieved when the cooperative appeals to other (more) target
groups. This implies that the cooperative needs to be economically interesting as well: “de plus die je
vraagt in je contributie, moet je wel ergens tot waarde laten komen”. So in spite of the pluralism in
members, there has to be common interest which will make all parties commit to and invest in the
cooperative. For HCs, mr. Van Nuland saw a specific strength of the multi-stakeholder HCs: they
connect various parties in the care chain in one cooperative (e.g. care users, care providers and
insurance companies), which makes these parties responsible for each other.
The second interviewee, mr. Alfred Griffioen, first of all pointed out that instead of success
factors, he preferred to speak of hygiene factors: the factors that need to be present. Such a factor is
financial commitment and investment of members. For ECs, a success factor is the availability of
work, right from the beginning. He explained that there are two types of new ECs, 50/50:
cooperatives of people who already have their own running business and then start cooperating, or
cooperatives of people who start together, with a new idea, product or service. The first group is
generally more successful, because they can directly achieve some benefits through the cooperative,
e.g. larger assignments, joint acquisition, national coverage, etc. However, the second type of
cooperatives generally starts with designing the cooperative first, before the business model is clear.
These groups experience more difficulties. The underlying reason for this: people work together
more easily if they can directly reap the benefits of the cooperation. If there are no benefits yet,
personal conflicts and frustrations lurk. This hygiene factor is also highly applicable to LRECs, because
these cooperatives generally do not have a clear business model yet: “ze missen überhaupt nog een
soort concreetheid”. For HCs, mr. Griffioen said that he saw some clear value being created in the
business model of provider-owned cooperatives, especially of individual care providers: the care
providers would no longer have to pay a substantial amount of their individual revenues to a
‘zorgkantoor’, and the HCs could potentially diminish the administrative burden of the individual care
providers.
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Finally, the third expert, mr. Korpershoek underlined that the most important success factor
for all new cooperatives is having a clear, singular business case, with a clear problem that is solved
by the cooperative. Also, the members should be a very homogenous group, in terms of legal entities
(e.g. private individuals, or private companies) and in terms of homogenous interests. If this is not
possible for some reason, there should be another strong tie and shared interest. Furthermore,
people need to be involved in and committed to solving the shared problem. Mr. Korpershoek points
out that this is the case in many user-owned HCs. Also, the cooperative should represent a
substantial economic value: it should ultimately be worth investing time and money in.
Critical bottlenecks
Next to success factors, the experts provided insights in critical bottlenecks as well. In line with what
has been discussed above, mr. Van Nuland pointed out that new cooperatives in general come to a
stop if the cohesion and common interest is too limited: “het fundament onder de coöperatie valt
dan weg”. Based on his experiences with larger and more traditional cooperatives, he also indicated
that when cooperatives grow, they tend to have more customers/suppliers than members, sometimes also in international markets - which may influence the interdependency within the
cooperative. Installing for instance some sort of price differentiation between members and
customers may help to evade this problem. Furthermore, mr. Van Nuland pointed out a specific
bottleneck for ECs: namely the lack of input provided by the members, who may settle in the comfort
of being in a cooperative with a board that takes care of things. According to mr. Van Nuland, having
a shared interest is only the beginning; the cooperative needs to have some clout to realize success.
For LRECs, he once more pointed out the dichotomy in members and their different demands
towards the cooperative. This problem may be averted by finding a way to organize this pluralism,
e.g. through a differentiated system of say.
According to mr. Griffioen, a bottleneck in the management of cooperatives in general is that
it comes with a certain degree of complexity. The complexity mostly lays in aspects such as internal
communication, administration, fiscal matters, control (i.e. sticking to internal agreements) and
ensuring that members put the interest of the cooperative before their own interests. Furthermore,
a bottleneck he named for ECs is the impression that individual entrepreneurs could not always find
the right partners to start a cooperative with. Also, he increasingly witnessed that the initiator of an
EC wants to keep strong control over the cooperative, and allows other members only to have
limited say. For provider-owned HCs of individual care providers, mr. Griffioen explained that there
may be a fiscal downside to working in a cooperative: “je moet goed nadenken over hoe je de
coöperatie financieel in elkaar zet. Als je namelijk alle omzet via de coöperatie laat lopen, dan ben je
ook geen ondernemer meer voor de inkomstenbelasting, en dat is dus nadelig. Terwijl mensen in de
zorg juist graag alles via die coöperatie laten lopen. Zo’n thuiszorgverpleegkundige gaat zich niet
naast de coöperatie nog profileren als los in te huren zelfstandige”. Furthermore, he stated that many
people working in the care sector are no innate entrepreneurs and sometimes lack a businessminded approach.
Finally, according to the third expert, mr. Korpershoek, bottlenecks for cooperatives are a
lack of scale and a lack of professional and qualified management. Furthermore, he stated that new
cooperatives often tend to create too many complex organizational structures: advisory boards,
commissioners, etc. This makes the governance of the cooperative unnecessary complex. Next to
this, if members are not fully conscious of their investment and involvement in the cooperative, the
risk is created that the managing board ‘builds his own empire’. According to mr. Korpershoek, this is
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especially the case in LRECs, where people swiftly become a member but subsequently ‘forget’ about
this. No real shared problem is solved here, and members are often excluded from liability (u.a.). The
cooperative is no shared enterprise, but rather an association. The latter remark also applies to userowned HCs: because they tend to organize small activities (meals, a handyman service, taxi) instead
of realizing economic benefit for their members through economies of scale in the procurement of
care, and because members do not invest substantially in the cooperative, they are in fact
associations instead of cooperatives.
In order to make the step towards more professional organizations, especially for LRECs and HCs,
both mr. Van Nuland and mr. Korpershoek underlined the necessity of investing in a good concept
and a professionally run business. Yet, mr. van Nuland also points out that having a paid director
should not become a goal in itself: board members should first and foremost serve the cooperative.
For ECs, this discussion is likely to be less relevant, because their shared investments are assumed to
be lower. Board members in ECs are thus less prone to ask for any sort of compensation.
4.2.2 Illustrative examples of a LREC and an HC
Finally, two interviews were conducted with new cooperatives: a LREC (Zuiderlicht) and an HC
(Austerlitz Zorgt). In this section, their respective backgrounds, business models, critical success
factors and bottlenecks are outlined.
LREC Zuiderlicht
LREC Zuiderlicht was initiated in November 2011 by a group of houseboat-owners in Amsterdam that
were already active in reducing their ecological footprint; they wanted to deploy more activities and
hence started a formal partnership: the cooperative. The group consisted of 3-4 people that
sometimes changed in composition, who work for the cooperative next to their regular jobs. In
November 2012, the cooperative development process speeded up as the interviewee and a
colleague joined; they almost work fulltime for the LREC, but on a voluntary basis. At the time of the
interview, Zuiderlicht had not officially been founded yet, because some aspects of their business
model and statutes may not be allowed by the Autoriteit Financiële Markten (AFM)15. Regarding
choice for legal entity, Mr. Boon supposed that a comparison had been made between an association
and a cooperative, in which the cooperative more explicitly represents the interests of its members.
Zuiderlicht has chosen for excluded liability (u.a.), because it seemed unfair that a large group of
members would be liable for the mistakes of a small group of board members. The cooperative
currently has a list of 90 interested people, of whom 20 people have assured to become member.
These potential members are private individuals, but are professionally representing all sorts of
parties: “bedrijven, sportverenigingen, overheden, onderwijsinstituten. Iedereen in de
Metropoolregio”.
Regarding the business model, Zuiderlicht has two primary activities that will generate revenues. The
first project will be the installation of solar panels on the roof of a local sports club and applying
energy saving measures, e.g. installing LED lighting on their fields. The energy usage of the sport club
will reduce and should be totally covered by the energy produced through the solar panels. The LREC
thus acquires funding and invests in a building/domain where the actual owners cannot do it
themselves. The second activity and revenue stream is the resale of energy through an agreement
with energy company Greenchoice. On the long term, Zuiderlicht’s ambitions are to produce energy
15

However, in the meantime, Zuiderlicht has officially been founded! See http://www.zuiderlicht.nu/
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with windmills, solar panels etc., and deliver this energy to its members living within certain zip
codes16. Regarding secondary activities, mr. Boon points out that member administration is the most
important secondary activity. The value that the cooperative creates for its members is foremost a
contribution to the energy transition; also, there is a financial reward by way of interest payments.
The financial side of the business model: members buy 10-year bonds of 250 euros, max. 20
bonds per member, to avoid purely financial investors. This sum is invested in projects such as the
solar panels project, of which the estimated total investment is €60.000. The energy using party pays
a fixed price to the LREC, which is lower than their current price but higher than Zuiderlicht’s cost
price, and pays back the investment in installments. Zuiderlicht can thus pay back its bonds.
Concerning the second revenue stream, the resale of energy, all customers have to buy minimally
one bond, and Zuiderlicht receives a premium from Greenchoice. Zuiderlicht has also received a
donation from the Rabobank to cover its start-up costs. The costs of the cooperative are low:
marketing materials, notary costs, the website and on the long term personnel costs. The net profits
that remain may be used for new projects and for interest payments to members; initial estimations
of returns are 9-10%. The cooperative is thus fully funded by members. If additional funding becomes
necessary, a loan from the Amsterdams Energiefonds is most attractive; this is a revolving fund with
favorable conditions and 1,99% interest.
Lastly, regarding value network, mr. Boon indicated that they not consider competitors as
such, but rather as partners. The customers of the cooperative are its own members. Suppliers are
the energy provider and the provider of the solar panels; potential partnerships encompass
everybody who wants to work on the energy transition.
Finally, mr. Boon was asked about Zuiderlicht’s critical success factors and bottlenecks. The most
important success factor is the tireless effort of volunteers; the business model would not be feasible
if the board members demand financial compensation right from the start. The most important
bottleneck that Zuiderlicht encountered is the actual realization of projects: this is obstructed by
governmental policies. These hurdles frustrate the volunteers: “mensen beginnen met optimistisch
enthousiasme, maar dat verandert vaak in pessimisme, omdat je erachter komt wat voor regelgeving
er allemaal is, en wat voor blokkades er opgeworpen worden om dit soort dingen te realiseren. Als je
net begint denk je: hoe moeilijk is het nou? Maar als je er wat meer tijd in gaat steken en je er in gaat
verdiepen, dan blijkt dat je tegen allerlei dingen aanloopt. Je hebt echt een lange adem nodig”.
Compensating the volunteers financially is only possible if the cooperative has already achieved a
certain scale, stability and noteworthy cash flow. Mr. Boon’s advice for burnt-out cooperatives is to
focus on those activities that are feasible, or on quick-wins. He names the example of Ameland,
where 1000 customers are delivered energy through a resale agreement, which renders the
cooperative enough money to hire one FTE. This person know has the time to investigate other
activities and speed up the process. According to mr. Boon, attracting enough funding and attracting
enough members is not problematic.

16

In the new Energy Act that is still under construction, rumour has it that ‘zelflevering’ will be allowed within
zip codes: energy that is produced with a facility in a certain neighborhood may be delivered to members living
in that same zip code area, without having to pay taxes on this energy. For more information on the Energy Act,
see http://www.hieropgewekt.nl/actueel/ser-onderhandelaars-bereiken-een-wankel-evenwicht .
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HC Austerlitz Zorgt
Austerlitz Zorgt is a joint user- and provider-owned cooperative that was started in February 2012, as
a reaction to the inactivity of the municipality regarding the results of a local
‘leefbaarheidsonderzoek’. A project team was created to advance the results of this research, chaired
by mr. Snijders, the interviewee. In December 2012, the cooperative was officially founded, starting
with 57 members. Currently, the cooperative has 264 members. Austerlitz Zorgt has chosen for the
legal entity of a cooperative based on an assessment of alternative options: ultimately, a cooperative
was considered to be the only legal entity that roots in the community, and is a company and
member-led organization at the same time. Also, the village already has a lot of associations, and the
HC wanted to stand out from them, which could be achieved by becoming a cooperative. The HC is
one of excluded liability, for a similar reason as LREC Zuiderlicht: “dat het bestuur aansprakelijk is
voor wanbeleid vind ik prima, maar het moet niet zo zijn dat de leden dat zijn”.
Value is created for the members of the cooperative, which are all private individuals. These
individuals are not only current care users, but also future care users and solidary members: “dit
moet er zijn, het is goed voor het dorp, dus word ik er lid van”. The goal of the cooperative is to
enable people to live in their own house for a longer period of time. To achieve this goal, the
cooperative offers multiple services, which are organized through two people: a ‘dorpsondersteuner’
(0,4 FTE) and a care coordinator (0,1 FTE). Both are members of the cooperative. The
dorpsondersteuner takes care of all wellbeing related matters of the members: she makes home
visits to fight loneliness, which is a delegated responsibility of the local wellbeing organization
Meander Omnium; she arranges transportation to e.g. the hospital or theatre, helps people with
administrative questions, etc. The dorpsondersteuner also has the delegated responsibility of the
municipality to conduct indications for WMO-requests (Wet Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning). The
care coordinator organizes care for the care-using members. She directs a team of local care
professionals; she is allowed to facilitate both PGB (Persoonsgebonden Budget) and AWBZ
(Algemene Wet Bijzondere Ziektekosten) care. Driven by member demand, the cooperative plans to
start some more services soon: a meal service, active recreation for the elderly, a handyman service
and administrative support. A long term plan of the HC’s board is the construction of housing units in
the village. Finally, the secondary activities performed in the cooperative are member administration,
financial administration, daily coordination, networking and lobbying, and innovation.
Regarding the financial aspects of the business model: the members pay 24 euros
membership fee per year and they pay a break-even tariff for the services they use. The
dorpsondersteuner and care coordinator are paid by a subsidy of the municipality. Also, the HC has
received in total €5.000 from two funds to cover start-up costs. Except for the two professionals, the
cooperative is run by volunteers. Its costs are hence limited to start-up costs (e.g. the website) and
the fixed but very low rent of the ‘dorpshuis’. However, this model is fully dependent on the subsidy:
when it is withdrawn, the cooperative plans to switch to a model in which the municipality and
Meander Omnium would have to pay the cooperative for the delegated services.
Lastly, regarding the value network, the HC’s main customers are its own members; nonmembers may use the services of the HC but only for a higher price. The HC works together with the
municipality, the WMO-desk, the local general practitioner and his practice assistant, the welfare
organization Meander Omnium, and the company of the care coordinator. When asked for
competitors, mr. Snijders indicated that other care providers could technically be seen as
competitors; however the village is too small to be attractive for other firms. And the HC has a key
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competitive advantage: “ik denk dat de mensen daar [other providers] niet naartoe gaan! Alle nieuwe
zorg komt toch naar ons toe. Het is lokaal, zit dicht op de mensen, je kent ze, je kent ook de
dorpsondersteuner want dat is tevens de fysiotherapeut van het dorp... dus ze maken geen schijn van
kans, want de kwaliteit van onze dienstverlening is veel beter”.
Three major success factors for the HC are the fact that it is a bottom-up initiative, which has made
speedy progress, and creates significant value for its members: “we hebben een open zenuw geraakt,
de onvrede over hoe het geregeld was is verschrikkelijk groot. Anders hadden we nooit zo snel op dit
aantal leden gezeten. Je hebt iets geraakt, wat veel meer is dan alleen maar slim organiseren, dat kan
niet anders”. As becomes clear from the business model, the key bottleneck for the cooperative is
that it fully depends on the subsidy. According to mr. Snijders, the switch to the alternative business
model where the municipality and Meander Omnium pay for the delegated services will be difficult
to realize, due to the inequality in power between the parties. However, there is still another
alternative: using only the PGB budgets of the members. According to mr. Snijders, this is how most
other HCs work. As the cooperative is largely driven by volunteers who provide services for each
other, there is no large funding need, except for when the cooperative would like to build housing
units. Furthermore, other bottlenecks that were named are the bureaucracy of the partners of the
cooperative, the risk of having a board with higher and faster ambitions than the majority of the
members, and the notion that the care-providing partners of the cooperative are more supply driven
than was agreed upon. This latter bottleneck is for example the case at HC Hoogeloon, according to
mr. Snijders. Finally, an obstacle is the limited amount of care users in the village: this results in a lack
of necessary financial scale for the organization of certain activities, and results in large differences
between the care ‘state’ of the participants: an elderly Alzheimer’s patient would be put in the same
group with a youngster in a wheelchair.

4.3

Analysis

In this concluding section of chapter 4, research sub question 4: which types of new cooperatives may
be distinguished within the three largest new cooperative sectors, in terms of types of members,
types of services and their respective business models? and 5: what are the critical success factors and
bottlenecks of the identified types of new cooperatives in the three largest sectors? are answered.
The collected data is analyzed in order to discern typical groups within the new cooperative sectors,
in terms of similar business models, associated success factors and bottlenecks and a connection
with cooperative success. Respectively, these patterns are studied for ECs, LRECs and HCs.
ECs
In the sample of 20 ECs, three different groups can be distinguished, based on their type of
members: cooperatives whose members are sole proprietor businesses (Group A, 6x), or whose
members are limited firms (Group B, 5x), or whose members are a combination of both sole
proprietors and limited firms (Group C, 4x). The five other cases have been excluded from this
analysis. Some statistical tests have been performed to confirm variances between groups or
correlations; however, the N is very small, which makes this hard to recognize and statistically not
valid. The only significant difference that has been found between the groups concerns the
motivation to start the cooperative for reasons of image: ‘the notion of a cooperative sounds
modern and appeals in the market’. The one-way ANOVA between groups resulted in p=0,043,
where Group A had the highest mean and C the lowest, however the post-hoc test showed that
these variances were not significant by a fraction: p=0,055. Other tests returned significant Levene’s
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tests of homogeneity of variances, for example regarding differences in revenues with p=0,047, net
profits with p=0,025 and percentages of individual revenues generated through the cooperative with
p=0,025. Yet, the ANOVAs yielded no significant differences between groups. Based on more
qualitative analysis of the results, no large differences in activities, business models, success factors,
bottlenecks or cooperative success between these groups were observed either. Therefore, the
sample of ECs in this research may best be regarded as one group.
The cooperative success of the total group of 20 ECs can be measured by looking at the added value
they deliver to their members, and the continuity of the cooperative. Regarding the first, added value
for members is created through the substantial amount of primary and secondary activities
facilitated by these cooperatives, which are mostly shared acquisition and execution of assignments,
as well as networking, lobbying and administration (see table 12, p. 41). These motives are very
similar to the findings of Koster and De Vries (2011); ECs mostly achieve advantages of scale and
scope through cooperation. This translates into financial returns: on average, the members of the
ECs generate 56,5% of their individual revenues through the cooperative.
Regarding the continuity of the cooperative, the average amount of members has increased
since the starting date (see table 11, p. 40), and most ECs manage to generate substantial revenues
(see table 13, p.42). A significant correlation was found between the year of official foundation of the
cooperative and its revenues in 2012: R=-0,660, p =0,020. The older the cooperative, the higher the
revenues. No significant correlations were found between cooperative success (in terms of revenues
of 2012) and amount of members, the types of members, or the services of the cooperative.
LRECs
Similar to the ECs, the group of LRECs was analyzed in order to discern typical groups. First, the
sample was studied for patterns based on the types of members of the cooperative. However, the
majority of the LRECs then belongs to one group: 12 LRECs have multiple types of members – i.e.
private individuals, companies, social organizations, public institutions and farmers -, six LRECs
consist of both private individuals and companies, two LRECs of only companies and one of only
private individuals. No equal division of groups comes to the fore based on this criterion. The second
criterion for distinction is on the types of activities. Since the activities of the LRECs are plentiful and
scattered - 14 of the 20 LRECs are active in more than three of the listed primary activities – this
criterion also results in the manifestation of mostly one group. Finally, a pattern was sought in line
with the three dominant business models for LRECs described in §2.3.3: wind energy cooperatives,
solar energy cooperatives, and more comprehensive energy cooperatives (Schwenke, 2012). This
categorization, based on the core activity and source of renewable energy that is used, allows for a
more substantial differentiation. In the sample, two cooperatives are focused on wind energy (Group
A), eight cooperatives on solar energy (Group B), nine more comprehensive LRECs (Group C) and
finally one other LREC, which is active in the processing of biomass. There is a variety of business
models within these groups. In Group A, one of the LRECs follows the model as described by
Schwenke (2012), whereas the other LREC is still in the process of acquiring enough members and
capital to buy a windmill. In the meantime, this LREC delivers energy through a resale contract with
Greenchoice. In Group B, five of the eight LRECs are or plan to be active in the collective acquisition
and/or installation of solar panels or solar heating by the cooperative, two LRECs merely provide
members with advice on the best solar panels by referring them to preferred suppliers, and one LREC
is in fact a cooperative of companies that sell and install solar panels. Five of the eight LRECs in Group
B also deliver energy through resale agreements; moreover, three LRECs also provide advice on
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energy savings or explore options for additional production facilities. Examples are De Eendracht,
Waalre Energie Lokaal and De Groene Reus. Lastly, in Group C, those LRECs are grouped that are
active in multiple sources of renewable energy production and a broad range of activities, such as
insulation, Energie Cafés, energy education in schools, and other renewable energy related projects.
Some of them are also engaged in solar energy, but rather as one of the many focus areas of these
LRECs. Examples are DeA, Energie Dongen and Coöperatie Hilverstroom.
Between these three groups, a significant difference of p=0,001 was found between the
equity investments of Group A compared to B and C, which is caused by one outlier cooperative in
Group A that invested > 1.000.000 euros.
The actual cooperative success of these three groups of LRECs can be measured by looking at the
added value they deliver to their members and the continuity of the cooperative. Regarding the first,
added value is created through a wide range of primary activities. Financial returns are generated as
well, mostly by Group C: six of the nine LRECs pay dividends, interest or provide price discounts. In
Group B, only three LRECs provide these financial returns, compared to none in Group A. No
differences in non-financial returns between the groups are found: most cooperatives return
services, knowledge, ownership and fulfillment to their members. Second, regarding the continuity of
the cooperative, analysis of revenues and net profits in relation to the different groups is
unfortunately not possible because of a lack of data. Other measures for continuity are the trends on
amount of members and customers of the cooperatives. Table 43 displays the results concerning
growth in the number of members. Group A contains one outlier cooperative that has grown from
two to 5200 members; next to this, Group B has grown more than C, but C has more members.
Concerning customer growth, only four LRECs indicated that they also have customers, next to
members. Three of them are solar energy cooperatives, one is a more comprehensive LREC, with
respectively customer growth from 0-20 to 1300, 0-20 to 0-20, 0-20 to 51-100 and 0-20 to 51-100
customers next to members.
Table 43: Amount of members and growth in amount of members of LRECs

Amount of members d.d. May 2013
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

Std.
N

Mean

Deviation

Std. Error

Lower Bound

Upper Bound Minimum Maximum

A

2

2700,00

3535,534

2500,000

-29065,51

34465,51

200

5200

B

8

106,13

80,671

28,522

38,68

173,57

3

230

C

9

104,00

113,435

37,812

16,81

191,19

5

300

Growth in amounts of members
95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

Std.
N

Mean

Deviation

Std. Error

2696,500 3537,65523 2501,50000

Maximu

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Minimum

m

-29088,0711

34481,0711

195,00

5198,00

A

2

B

8

102,500

81,59657

28,84874

34,2836

170,7164

,00

230,00

C

9

15,667

110,58481

36,86160

-69,3363

100,6697

-260,00

127,00
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Except for the significant difference that was found regarding the bottleneck ‘problemen met leden:
verminderde betrokkenheid’, which the solar energy cooperatives in Group B have rated significantly
higher (p=0.030) than the more comprehensive LRECs in Group C, no major quantitative differences
were found between the groups on their scoring of success factors and bottlenecks. Based on their
qualitative clarifications of these scores, an interesting finding is that many LRECs in Group C name
the government and current legislation as critical bottlenecks for their business case, whereas the
LRECs in Group B mainly focus on difficulties with convincing members and customers of the value of
solar energy and the cooperative, combined with the labor intensive organization of the back office.
This may indicate that the LRECs in Group B are one step further in the concretization of their
business: they are currently experiencing the difficulties in organization, not in defining a plan.
In sum, based on these results, it is difficult to draw conclusions on the various levels of cooperative
success between the groups. The most important finding with regard to LRECs is that there are
different groups who are on different tracks. Many of them have chosen for a resale agreement with
an energy provider, in order to achieve some financial slack and have a direct offer for members; this
is an important success factor that was underlined in the interviews as well.
HCs
Lastly, regarding this category, the various types of HCs are already elaborated on in §4.1.3: providerowned HCs (Group A), user-owned HCs (Group B) and multi-stakeholder HCs (Group C). But what
about their degrees of success? The first component of cooperative success is whether the
cooperatives create added value for their members. In table 35 (p.61), the various primary and
secondary activities of the three groups have been outlined. Group A cooperatives are jointly
organized cooperatives of care providers; Group B cooperatives are mostly active in services for care
users and advisory activities; the two Group C cooperatives moderate either between care demand
and supply, or offer various services to advance child cancer care and research. Although the
activities of these groups differ, the motives for their existence are similar: 1) professionalization
through cooperation, and 2) social aim: together, local, in the interest of the community. Market
power (Group A) and economies of scale (Group C) are other important motivations that belong to
the value proposition of the cooperative. None of the cooperatives in all three groups provide any
sort of financial return towards their members. Furthermore, no substantial variances in nonfinancial returns between groups were noted.
The second indicator of cooperative success is the continuity of the cooperative. No significant
differences were found between the groups regarding their revenues and net profits in 2012; this
may partly be caused by a lack of data. Regarding the amount of members, there are significant
differences between the amounts of members of Group B compared to A (p=0,020) and C (p=0,031):
the user-owned cooperatives in Group B have considerably more members. Similar results were
found regarding the growth in amount of members: Group B cooperatives have grown significantly
more than A (p=0,004) and C (p=0,036). Yet, almost all HCs have grown except for two HCs in Group
A and one in Group C; this indicates that the majority of HCs reaches continuity on this aspect. Lastly,
the few cooperatives that indicated they have external customers next to members all report a
growth in the amount of customers since the start of their cooperative.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this final chapter, the main research question is answered: How can the Rabobank service the
various types of ‘new cooperatives’ in the identified sectors, considering their idiosyncratic business
models, success factors and bottlenecks? A short overview of the business models and sector-specific
success factors and bottlenecks is provided in §5.1, followed by recommendations for Rabobank
services in §5.2, and a discussion of the findings and recommendations for further research in §5.3.

5.1

Insight into three new cooperative sectors

In the preceding chapters, three sectors of new cooperatives have been studied extensively: ECs,
LRECs and HCs.
For ECs, one dominant business model was found, in which the cooperative is mostly active in the
joint acquisition and execution of work assignments. Doing so, it generates advantages of scale and
scope for its members (Koster & De Vries, 2011), as well as financial and non-financial returns. The
ECs are mostly active in business services and have four members on average. The legal entity of a
cooperative is most often chosen because of its legal characteristics, its fit with the members’ vision
on cooperation, and its ability to gain the advantages of cooperation whilst maintaining individual
independence. Other than a gift and a subsidy, no substantial third party funding occurs; the main
source of funding is member dues. The average total investment ranges between 0-10.000 euros; the
most important costs are payments to members, salaries, housing and overhead. In general, the ECs
are successful in terms of the created added value and continuity of the cooperative. The average
amount of members has generally increased over time, and most ECs manage to generate
substantial revenues. Their success may be explained by their clear business case and value
proposition: these cooperatives are driven by their individual members’ interests, who are able to
achieve an economic advantage through the cooperative (Henehan & Anderson, 2001). Critical
success factors that contribute to this are foremost member commitment, followed by operational
excellence, effective leadership and qualified management, a high quality and feasible business plan,
joint recognition of a common economic problem, economies of scale, and solid financial footing. De
Ondernemerscoöperatie (Griffioen, 2013b) underlines the importance of the availability of work,
right from the beginning; cooperatives of already existing companies are likely to be more successful
than cooperatives that start from scratch. Critical bottlenecks are incidental events, e.g. member
illness. More structural bottlenecks that were found are member issues – in terms of a lack of clarity
on rights and duties - and a lack of a feasible and adequate business plan. Respondents and
interviewees indicated that members sometimes have diverging priorities between the cooperative
and their own business, which does not contribute to synergy in the EC.
In the sector of LRECs, three business models were found, in line with the desk research: wind energy
LRECs, solar energy LRECs, and more comprehensive LRECs (Schwenke, 2012). Wind energy
cooperatives (plan to) accumulate member capital and invest in wind mills. A critical bottleneck here
is the actual acquisition of a wind mill, because of the complex, bureaucratic and political nature of
the wind mill market. Solar energy LRECs deploy a diversity of models. Dimensions are the
connection or separation of ownership and location, the collective or individual acquisition of panels,
and the actual installation of panels. Additionally, these cooperatives may also be active in providing
energy saving advice, delivering energy through resale agreements, and exploring other options for
local energy production. Bottlenecks named by respondents in this group are difficulties with
acquiring customers, combined with the labor intensive organization of the back office. Lastly, the
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more comprehensive LRECs focus on multiple actions: various sources of renewable energy
production and a broad range of activities, such as insulation, Energie Cafés, energy education in
schools, and other renewable energy related projects. These LRECs name the government and
current legislation as critical bottlenecks for their (multiple) business case(s). Although no substantial
differences in cooperative success were proved between the three groups of LRECs, one could say based on the desk research and interviews - that those LRECs with the most simple and singular
business case have the highest success potential (Agentschap NL, 2010). The 20 respondents indeed
emphasized the business plan as one of the most important success factors. Other important success
factors are member commitment, a business minded approach of the LREC’s board, and the
coverage of start-up costs by a third party donation; this bridges the gap between the intensive
preparation period and the generation of revenues and allows for some compensation for the
initiators (Rabobank, 2011; Schwenke, 2012; Van der Heijden, 2013). The next step, achieving solid
financial footing, was named as one of the most critical bottlenecks in the empirical research as well
as the desk research (Hielscher et al., 2013). Finally, critical bottlenecks that came to the fore in both
the desk and empirical research are the dependency on the government, for instance regarding
‘zelflevering’ (Rabobank, 2011), and the notion that member interests and commitment may start
diverging over time (Cook & Burress, 2009; Schwencke, 2012; Hielscher et al., 2013). Although this
latter bottleneck has not been reported by the 20 respondents, it was explicitly named by all
cooperative experts in the interviews. In general, the recipe for success for LRECs appears to be in
the start-up phase of the cooperative: when a concrete business model with concrete activities is
figured out, and support is created amongst potential members and external stakeholders, and a
qualified board is able to generate earnings. If these ingredients are lacking, volunteer fatigue and
frustration takes its toll.
Lastly, HCs were studied. Three different types of cooperatives were found. The first type is providerowned cooperatives, whose business model is actually similar to the model of ECs. Revenue streams
are mixed: member contributions, customer payments, allowances of the insurance company, etc.
The second type is user-owned cooperatives, whose business model comprises providing services for
care users and advisory activities. Sometimes, they are involved or plan to be involved in building
care houses. The financial picture of the user-owned HCs is slightly different compared to the first
group: they work with ‘integrale budgetfinanciering’, subsidies, member funding or have no revenues
at all. The third type of HCs are multi-stakeholder HCs, whose activities are very diverse and depend
on the goal of the organization. Their revenue streams are equally diverse. The HCs in all three
groups are mainly founded because of the increased professionalization that may be achieved
through cooperation, and because of the social goal they jointly strive for. The general tendency
across groups is that most costs of the cooperative are related to personnel costs and back office
activities/supplies. All HCs’ capital mostly originates from various sorts of member funding; third
party funding is limited to donations instead of bank financing. Furthermore, the HCs appear to be
stable, continuous and value-adding organizations. The most important factors that contribute to this
success are member commitment and the notion that the cooperative solves a shared problem,
which is either a problem of scale or a problem of discontent with the current care system. Solid
financial footing, supportive systems and a feasible business model then enable the success. Finally,
across all groups, the dependency on the government and/or legislation is considered to be a critical
bottleneck.
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5.2

Recommendations for the Rabobank

Given the descriptions of the business models with their associated success factors and bottlenecks
of the three new cooperative sectors provided above, recommendations for the Rabobank regarding
its services for these cooperatives can be formulated.
ECs and provider-owned HCs have the most clear and simple business model; they could be
supported with ‘regular’ business start-up advice. They have indicated that they would appreciate
support in various aspects of the set-up and management of their cooperative, both in terms of
advice as well as actual execution. Examples are advice on fiscal matters and cooperative working
methods, as well as connecting to networks. Only two ECs stated they needed funding. No references
were made to other banking products, such as disability insurances.
LRECs, user-owned HCs and multi-stakeholder HCs have more diverse business models, which are
especially at the LRECs not entirely clear yet, and need further consideration and concretization. In
the start-up phase, the Rabobank could support these cooperatives by connecting them with similar
initiatives, so as to exchange knowledge and best practices and speed up the process. The
Rabobank’s extensive and locally rooted network facilitates this. Furthermore, valuable support in
the start-up phase would be to provide knowledge and advice regarding the business models of
these cooperatives. Although the bank should not take over the role of the entrepreneur and the
cooperatives are responsible for their own business plan (Rabobank, 2011), local banks could be of
great help to the cooperatives by adding a sense of reality and putting up a structured timeline, with
steps and deadlines. An alternative and very welcome support option could be covering the start-up
costs through a donation from the fund coöperatief dividend, since this is a major bottleneck for
especially LRECs. There are already a few local banks that have donated a small sum for this purpose.
Moreover, donations in kind could be the availability of office space where the cooperatives can
meet, or generating publicity through Rabobank channels. Long-term and more structural
involvement of the bank could be required when LRECs need financial warranties or funding for large
production facilities, such as wind mills or biomass digesters. Solar energy cooperatives are less likely
to need large-scale funding, because the solar panels are bought and thus funded by members
and/or customers.
All of the recommendations for LREC support described above also apply to user-owned HCs and
multi-stakeholder HCs, yet in a less urgent fashion. Their business models are less vague compared to
especially the more comprehensive LRECs. The HCs’ most critical bottleneck is the implicit
dependency of their model on the government and legislation; the Rabobank could be a sparring
partner in designing a less dependent model. Concretely, the Rabobank could cover the HCs’ start-up
costs with a donation. Also, donations in kind can be valuable. One local Rabobank has taken this one
step further: the Zorgcoöperatie Schaijk is housed in a former Rabobank office. The funding need of
these cooperatives is not yet substantial, except for user-owned HCs who wish to build care houses
and thus may need mortgages in the future.

5.3

Discussion

An interesting finding of this research project is that one of the most important success factors that
was named in the empirical research across the three sectors was member commitment; yet, all
responding cooperatives have chosen for the option to exclude member liability. Compared to more
traditional cooperatives, where members theoretically have a transaction relationship, investment
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relationship and control relationship with the cooperative (Van Dijk & Klep, 2005), the basis for
member commitment of the new cooperatives seems rather thin: investments are often limited to
membership dues, and there is no liability. Especially the business models of LRECs seem to imply
that most members will merely have the role of ‘customer’: they make use of the services of the
cooperative, such as buying solar panels for a reduced price, but are not activated to get involved in
investments or control of the cooperative. Thus, of the three theoretical relationships between a
member and the cooperative, only the transaction relationship seems to be substantial (ibid., 2005).
It would be an interesting topic for further research to study the relationships of the members of
new cooperatives with their cooperative, and the impact this has on long-term cooperative success.
De Bie and Elshof (2013) already made some enquiries into this field.
As has been stated before, this research had an exploratory character. The findings provide initial
investigative insights into the three sectors of new cooperatives. In general, because the research
was broadly oriented and the three sectors are very heterogeneous, the insights into the business
models, success factors and bottlenecks sometimes lack profundity. In further research endeavors,
more in-depth studies of the three sectors would be valuable. These in-depth studies could for
example further investigate the value network of the cooperatives, and the process of
professionalization over time instead of generic success factors and bottlenecks (Henehan &
Anderson, 2001). Regarding these success factors and bottlenecks, further research could include
learnings from the field of partnerships and alliances next to literature that solely addresses
cooperatives. Although these forms of cooperation differ in some characteristics, the key question is
the same: how can we work together more successfully? Next to this, a more comprehensive
definition of cooperative success (Cook & Burress, 2009) would allow for a more distinctive and
realistic analysis of the differences in success between sectors and types of new cooperatives. This
research lacked the tools (and data) for such a more thorough analysis.
Also, the desk research on HCs was mainly oriented towards user-owned HCs instead of providerowned and multi-stakeholder HCs. Especially since the external population of provider-owned HCs is
quite large and many local banks are oriented towards this sector by means of a so-called medicidesk, further research into this sector would be valuable. Not all questions regarding provider-owned
HCs that came up throughout the research have been answered yet, such as: why are there not more
cooperatives of self-employed professionals in home care? This question was triggered by mr. Alfred
Griffioen, who envisioned a clear and strong value proposition for these professionals, but also noted
a relative absence of such cooperatives.
Furthermore, this research was limited to cooperatives, whereas the current bottom-up, citizendriven movement also encompasses other organizational entities such as foundations and
associations. For example regarding renewable energy initiatives, there are almost 300 initiatives in
the Netherlands 17, of which less than half are cooperatives. Many more additional insights into this
bottom-up movement could be acquired when broadening the scope of local renewable energy
initiatives. Next to this, an internationally oriented research would also be interesting. Especially
Germany is a frontrunner in the field of locally produced renewable energy; the learnings from
German initiatives would be valuable for their Dutch counterparts. For user-owned HCs, Belgium is

17

See http://www.hieropgewekt.nl/initiatieven, accessed August 8, 2013
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an interesting country to learn from: there are many social profit and care cooperatives in Belgium
(Van Opstal, 2011).
Finally, this research was only directed at internal success factors and bottlenecks. However, a lot of
research is also conducted on the external preconditions that enable or hinder the cooperatives.
Topics of study are for example the role of the government, the role of municipalities, and the
lobbyist activities of some LRECs and interest groups (Agentschap NL, 2010; Van der Heijden et al.,
2011; Schwencke, 2012; WRR, 2012; VNG, 2013; Zomer, 2013). It would be interesting to combine
both perspectives – internal and external – in one outlook on the potential of the new cooperative
sectors.
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